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PREFACE 

Tms brochure is based on an article 
which I contributed to the Dawn and 
Dawn Soaiety's .J.llagazine in January, 
1909. In its present form it was delivered 
as an address to the Calcutta University 
Institute in l\Iarch last under the presi
dency of Sir Gooroodass Banerji, Kt., 
1\I.A., D.L., Ph.D., Ex-Vice-Chancellor 
of the Calcutta University; and it was 
reproduced in the pages of The Jfodern 
Review for April. It is now published 
with several additions and alterations. 

In this work I have not dwelt upon 
the important evidence of the funda
mental unity of India furnished by the 
social and religious institutions of the 
country, but have confined my attention 
mainly to its geographical basis. 
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1\Iy grateful acknowledgments are due 
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N andy of Cossimbazar for the generous 
support he has accorded to me in the 
preparation of this work. 
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INTRODUCTION 

MR. RADHAKUMUD l\IooKERJI has 
honoured me by asking me to write an 
introduction to his interesting book. To 
those who follow the work of the band 
of Indian historical students who are 
struggling, with no great measure of 
encouragement, to found a school native 
to the soil and inspired by Indian tra
dition, Mr. l\Iookerji's books need no 
introduction, especially since he published 
his History of Indian Shipping. In this 
little book he attempts to lay the only 
foundation upon which an Indian His
torical School can rest. If India is a 
mere geographical expression, a mere 
collection of separate peoples, traditions, 
and tongues existing side by side but 
with no sense of nationhood in common, 
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Indian history cannot be the record of an 
evolution of a civilization-it can be 
nothing more than an account of raids, 
conflicts, relations of conquerors and 
conquered. That this is the common 
view is only too true ; that a superficial 
view of India lends all its weight to that 
view iS" only too apparent ; that it is the 
view of many of the present governors 
is proclaimed without secrecy from 
Ceylon to Mghanistan. 

Those who read this book will find 
that there is another view, and that the 
Hindu, at any rate, from his traditions 
and his religion, regards India not only 
as a political unit naturally the subject 
of one sovereignty-whoever holds that 
sovereignty, whether British, Mohamme
dan, or Hindu-but as; the outward em
bodiment, as the temple-nay, even as the 
goddess mother-of his spiritual culture. 
India and Hinduism are organically related 
as body and soul. Nationality is at best 
a difficult thing to define, to test and 
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establish. The barren controversies on 
the subject to· which the demands of 
Ireland for Home Rule have led, prove 
that. But the Aryan settled it decisively 
so far as· India and himself are concerned. 
He made India the symbol of his culture ; 
he filled it with his· soul. In his conscious
ness it was his greater self. How he did' 
it l\Ir. l\Iookerji shows in his interesting 
chapters. 

1\lr. l\Iookerji writes only of history, 
but it is a history which we read with 
political thoughts in our mind. It is this 

_ __history quick~n5:4jnt9 .llf~ .. .whichjs. giving 
_'!_~~~ India~ P9»tic.al.p,rgpl~.ws. Wh!!t 
share has the l\Iohammedan in it? Per-
haps much gte~ter.thi~;.~~~!hin~··· .. ··rhe 

'Fai-Brltannica ·does not merely shelter 
weak ·men ; it is also a shade under 
which liberal political ideas take root 
and flourish. And nationalism cannot be 
dissociated from liberal political ideas. 
To amplify and discuss this would be 
out of place here, and l\Ir. Mookerji 
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would not wish me to use the privileges 
of an introduction to widen until it 
passes into current . political controversy 
the historical field of his study. But 
these thoughts have been in my mind 
as they will no doubt be in that of 
everyone who reads this book, and I 
have been anxious to indicate that in 
my opinion, at any rate, the unity of 
India will not remain exclusively a Hindu 
conception, although its origin may be in 
Hindu culture. 

l\ia~y people imagine that this Indian 
nationhood is only a disturbing element 
in politics. But that is a mistake. It is 
a reviving influence on culture. Indeed, 
in some respects, its political expressions 

. are its crudest and most ill-formed em
bodiments. 'V e have it best-if, as yet, 
in no very great volume- in art and 
literature. In art, as in education, we 
have been proclaiming, in our vanity, that 
India had to learn the Western tone and 
touch, with the result that Indian art 
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has been debased and every spontaneous 
thought crushed out of it. But life 
returned through the nationalist revival. 
Nothing has ever struck me with more 
force than the contrast between the ugly 
daubs which compose an art exhibition 
in India held under Western auspices and 
the product of \V estern " inspiration" on 
the one hand, and the beautiful harmonies 
of form and colour which the Indian Art 
Society brings together on the other. 
And it is interesting to note how in this 
art the spirit of India is not . merely 
Hindu. 1\lr. Tagore's great painting 
"The Death of Shah Jehan," is as essen· 
tially Persian as his " Spirit of India" 
is Hindu. Moreover, in literature, are 
we not at present in the midst of a 
"Gitanjali" puja-all unconscious that 
it is the refined expression of Indian 
nationalism? Finally, there are the 
students of intellectual culture with 
whom 1\Ir. l\Iookerji himself co-operates, 
gathering together the scattered records 
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of Indian achievement so that they may 
be known and due homage paid to the 
people who accomplished them. Thus 
India awakes anew to a sense of indepen
dence and self-respect, and only by such 
an awakening can she contribute her 
share to the culture of the world. 

J. RAl\fSAY MACDONALD. 



THE ARGUJIENT 

I. The primary factor of Nationality 
is the possession of a common country-a 
common fatherland is preliminary to all 
national· development-the formation of an 
Indian nation must u:ait on the realisation 
by the Indians of the whole of India as 
their common mother country, claiming their 
loyalty and service. 

II. But is India a single country? 
Difference of opinion among Eurqpean and 
Anglo-Indian scholars. 

III. The geographical unity of India is 
easily missed in her immensity and variety
an account of India's vastness and variety
tlte variety only contributes to her wealth and 
strength and economia selj.sufficiency. 
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IV. To superficial observation the whole 
is lost in the parts-the fundamental unity 
of India is, however, acknowledged by many 
competent authorities. 

V. But this unity is generally traced to 
the influence of British rule in India-it has 
really a long history, and has been an element 
in the historic consciousness of the Hindus 
from a remote age-tlze:.?':!.e.!! __ e_:.p_:_~~~i~'!Lqf 
-~hi~"'lf:'f}~t!Llp_as_ t4e, name 13hiiratavar~q, .. wlzich 
~Jt: .. ancient .. Hindus applie4 to India-the 
full significance of the name indicating tlze 
Aryanisation of India. 

VI.-VII. Further expressions of the old 
Hindu consciousness of Indian geographical 
umty in the Vedic and subsequent literature
the river-hymn of the ' !Jig- Veda ' and its 
epic adaptation with expanding geographical 
horizon-other later hymns which have passed 
into national. daily prayers-their effects on 
popular consciousness in awakening it to a 
sense of the individuality and sacredness of 
the whole of India from end to end. 
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VIII. The feeling for the fatherland 
finds frequent expression in Sanskrit 
literature. 

IX. A permanent and characteristically 
Indian expression of this· feeling is in the 
network oj_§<~!ines~g,!J:d sacred places by which 
ih~ ~~u,~try. l,las.Je.~'! .£qE~~~j~tA8. · znstituii;n 

·of pilgrimage as an expression of love for 
the motherland, of appreciation of Art and 
Nature-pilgrimage as a means of acquiring 
an intimate knowledge of the country in olden 
times before the era of modern travelling 
facilities-the lists of Hindu holy places in 
Sanskrit literature show complete familiarity 
with every part of India. 

X. Corresponding to the Hindu expres
sion of love for the motherland is the Buddhist 
expression of the feeling in the multitude of 
monuments with which it beautified th~ whole 
country- enumeration of these monuments 
showing the vast area unified by a common 
impulse. 
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XI. The geographical knowledge of the 
wlwle of India and, consequently, the per
ception of its unity was itself the development 
of centuries. 

XII. History of the development of t!tis 
krwwledge-the geographical horizon in the 
Vedic age-the extension of the limits of 
Vedic India in the' Aitareya Brahma~a.' 

XIII. Probable period of the colonisation 
of Southern India-evidences from Pa1Jini 
and oldest Pali texts- the geographical 
horizon betu:een the Vedic and early Buddhist 
periods. 

XIV. The whole of India wa,, known at 

least as early as the fourth century B.O.-the 
evidence of Katyayana-Greek evidence-the 
geographical data in the ' .Artlwsiistra' of 
Kautil y~-th~ geograplty of the .Asoka Edicts. 

XV. : The geography of Patanjali 
(150 B.o.}-of the Riimayana-and of the 
JI.Iahabhamta. 
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XYI. Tlte geograplty ~{ t!te Puri11_1as-oj 

t!te B;iltatsahl,itii (1 Variilwmihira, Bhouin!J 
an intimate knou:ledge ~f all parts ~l 

India. . 
XVII. The geography of Kalidiisa-

end of tlze account ~f the daelopment of 
Indian geographical knozcledge. 

XVIII. The sense of tlze unity of tlte 
ulwle country uas promoted, rwt only by 
religion as shou:n aboL·e, but al80 by politics 
-rulers of India u:lw estaUish2d tlteir su:ay 
ora t!te ulwle country, and consequently con
templated and used it as a unit-the oldest of 
tltem i.~ generally thought to l)e Cltandmgupta. 

XIX. But t!te hz.st£/ution tf paramouilt 
soareignty uas mutlt older than Chandra~ 

guJAa-it uas a familiar political idea of 
the ancient Hindus-eddence 011 the S'L~ject 

-tlte ter·ms for a pammount suL'ereign in 
Vedic litetature. 

XX. Tlie 'Aitare1;a Bri1lu11ana' and 
'Suhaniti' on tlte :p·aJes of kingly pom:r
t/,e rrJi(..• fel'tiiS for (lt'tr[utJSftip. 

b 
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XXI. Further Vedic evidence the 
ceremonies specifically fixed for the cor{Jnations 
of emperors-significance of the details and 
procedure of the Vajapeya. 

XXII. Significance of tlte details of tlte 
fl{ijasziya. . 

XXIII. Significance of tlte imperial 
inaugurations as described in tlte 'Aitareya 
Briihmar:a.' 

LXIV. The ideal of Hindu kingship 
was nothing slwrt of universal S{JVereignty, 
1cltich meant at the least sovereignty of tl1e 
wlwle of India "up to the seas "-Jl.e 

..3!.!!.~0!~S}}_e_s_~ .. pf ~tl~e. .. !§~.r..ito.1_'iaL~~yntf!!:~fs 
-~~~~5?~-~~.J~e.p_oli,~j~al.__sY.!lfh_e~fs, and js. itse{f 
st1.'~1}gt~-~!!!~ .. bJllA~,].q.tte~. 

XXV. Ideals of an all-India OL"e1'· 

lordship are, lwwever, preserved in Sanskrit 
literature, along u:itlt thei1· concrete embodi· 
ments-lists of such paramount kings-in the 
'Aitareya Briihma'la '-in the 'Satapat}w 
Bn"ihmar:a '-in the 'Sahkltiiyana Sutro..' 
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XXVI. Tlze lists of such kings in tlte 
Purc""inas-in tlte Jfahablzarata-tlte Artha
sastra on tlw conception of an all-India 
overlord. 

XXVII. The conquests of the PtirJcJavas 
leading to tlte establishment of their para
mount sm~ereignty under Yudlti~!ltira-the 

resulting political unijication of India 

XXVIII. Popularisation of tlw idea of 
an all-India sovereignty through tlze story of 
Ywllti.~t!tira-the cunent Ilindu political 
notion ~f a Chakravartti Raja has shaped 
early Buddlu'st speculation about the true 
position and wm·k ~~ tlte Buddha-the 
Buddha was tlte spiritual sovereign who 1·uled 
supreme OL'er tlw empire of 1·igldeousness in 
tlte heal'ts of men. 

XXIX. Thus tlze 8overeignty of Chan
dm:Jupta Afaurya u·as only a further swge 
i11 tlte developmmt of an old institution-the 
idea became a cmmnon topic ~f discussion in 
tl,f 1corb on Ilindu Polity-tJ•eatment of the 
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problem, '' How can a king become a king of 
kings? " in ow· Niti-Sastras-the conception 
of the balance of power in a political system 
or sphere described therein. 

XXX. The evidence of Inscriptions as 
to the strength and popularity of the ideal of 
a paramount sovereignty governing the whole 
of India. 

XXXI. Another conclusive evidence 
bearing on the popular realisation of Indian 
ttnity is the Indian colonisations resulting in 
the development of a Greater India across 
the seas. 

XXXII. Besides the historical factor, 
tl1ere are physical factors in constant operation 
which establish the geograp!tical unity of 
India- comparison of the barJ·ie1·s which 
separate its internal pads from those that 
separate it from the surrounding external 
countries- tlw effects of the monsoons in 
creating unifm·m physical conditions. 

XXXIII. The destiny and message of 
India. 



THE FUNDAMENTAL UNITY 
OF INDIA 

(from Hindu Sources) 

I 

THERE are various elements necessary in 
the making of a nation such as a common 
language, a common religion, a common 
government and a common culture and 
social economy, but perhaps the most 
fundamental and indispensable factor is 
the possession of a common country, a 
fixed, definite abode. Even nationality 
has a material physical basis without 
which it can hardly manifest and assert 
itself as a real existence and factor in 
the political world. History shows no 
authentic record of nomadic peoples 

B 
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developing to any great extent in civili
sation until and unless they bound them
selves to a fixed habitation and rid 
themselves of their migratory instincts 
and habits. The Hebrew people, in spite 
of the political training they received from 
Moses, could not achieve much progress 
until Joshua settled them in Palestine. 
So also what the historians call the Dark 
Age of Europe is but the period of 
unrest and transition when the barbarians 
left their old homes, . ove~ran and dis
organised the Roman Empire, but were 
themselves without any fixed local habi
tation. "The Athenian~ under Themis
tocles saved the State of Athens on their 
ships, because after the victory they again 
took possession of their city ; but the 
Teutones and Cimbri perished, because 
they left their old homes and failed to 
conquer a new one." 
· The spirit, according to Hindu phi

losophy, clothes itself in the body in 
and through which it works ; it needs a 
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,·ellicle, an instrument, a physical frame
work whereby it expresses and outshapes 
itself in the external world of matter. 
And it seems that the same principle 
applies in respect of the spirit of nation
ality. The primary requisite for the birth 
and growth of a nation is the certainty, 
fixity and permanence of place, and when 
tltat is assured the other formath·e forces 
will appear and make themseh·es felt in 
due course. A common fatherland is 
preliminary to all national deYelopment: 
round that liring nucleus will naturally 
gather all those feelings, associations, 
traditions, and other elements which go 
to make up a people's language and 
literature, religion and culture, and thereby 
establish its separate existence and indi
Yiduality, demanding its preserration and 
independent de\·elopment as a valuable 
cultural unit. 'fhe unifying influence of 
a common country, of common natural 
surroundings is indeed irresistible, and the 
assertion may be safely made that it will 

B 2 
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be effectively operative against other dis
integrating, disruptive forces and tenden
cies such as differences in manners and 
customs, language and religion. 

The f9..tllla tipn,~ .9.L!t.S.9_1!1P~~i!~~~~~.r~l 
Indian nation is one of the most inter-

·--;~t~g--~~-r·;~dern political possibilities 
because of the great and unusual diffi
culties surrounding that movement. But 
the very first step towards the solution 
of those difficulties is clearly the cogni
sance of the fundamental fact that the 
diverse races and peoples making up the 
vast mass of Indian humanity cannot be 
welded together into a li'ing nation, a 
puissant po~tical force, unless in the first 
place they can understand and feel that 
they have a common country to love and 
to serve, that they all belong to one 
motherland, that they are all children of 
the same soil. 'Vithout this expanded 
geographical consciousness in the people 
the cherished dreams of the impatient 
political idealist about an Indian nation 
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in the making will ever be remote from 
realisation. 

II 

But unfortunately it has become by no 
means easy to think of India as a single 
country. No picture of India is now 
more familEir 'to~"ilie--'lndiail._iiii.ii<(~~~~ 
t~~t .~hich represents it. to. be.~ .~ontinent, 
or a collection of many countries rather 
than one country. For this is the picture 
that is drawn in most of the standard 
works on Indian Geography taught in 
our schools. An English author of a 
geography for Indian schools introduces 
his book with the following remarks : 
" India is commonly thought of and 
spoken of as a single country. But this 
is not true .... India is rather a col· -------.. ----~--~·- ·-

~ J~~~t_i<)_ll __ ~(sountries," According to Sir 
John Stracl1ey, the great Anglo· Indian 
authority, " this is the first and most 
essential thing to learn about India-that 
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there is not and never was an India or 
even any country of India, possessing, 
according to European ideas, any sort of 
unity, physical, political . . • . " But 
Anglo-Indian opinion itself is however 
by no means unanimous on this point. 
1\lr. Vincent A. Smith, the well-known 
authority on early Indian History, has 
delivered himself in a quite different 
strain : " India, encircled as she is by 
seas and mountains, is indisputably a 
geographical unit, and as such is rightly 
designated by one name." Equally posi
tive and emphatic are the following words 
of Chisholm, one of the best known 
authorities on Geography: "There is no 
part of the world better marked out by 
Nature as a region by itself than India, 
exclusive of Burma. It is a region 
indeed full of contrasts in physical 
features and in climate, - but the 
features that divide it as a whole from 
surrounding regions are too clear to be 
overlooked." 
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III 

The fact is that the geographical unity 
of India is apt to be lost sight of in her 
immensity and ,·ariety. It is difficult to 
imagine the vast territory that stretches 
from North to South over a distance 
exceeding 2,000 miles and from East to 
'Vest over a distance of more than I ,900 
miles as one continuous territory. The 
total area included within its limits 1s 
·abou~ two-thirds __ ()f that-¢'. the-co~ib~~t 
of Europe. It is nearly fourteen ti~es 
--~s~~~~ge as Great Britain and over ten 
times the size of the entire British Isles. 
It is more than six times the area 
of either France or Germany. This 
immensity of her geographical extension 
has naturally induced those physical 
conditions which hare made of India 
pre-eminently the land of ,-arieties, ' the 
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epitome of the world.' It is the land, 
primarily, of as many latitudes as alti
tudes. The temperature ranges from the 
singularly dry and bracing cold of the 
Himalayas culminating in eternal snows 
to the humid, tropical heat of the 
Konkan and Coromandel coast. The sur
face rises from the sea-level to heights 
above the limits of vegetation, above 
cloud and rain and storm, merged in 
eternal sunshine. Its climates vary, on 
the one hand, from torrid and tropical 
to arctic and polar including between 
the extremes various· shades of the mean 
or temperate, and, on the other, from 
almost absolute aridity ~o a maximum 
of humidity. The rainfall ranges from 

· 460 inches at Cherrapoonjee to less than 
even 3 inches in Upper Sind. This 
amazing variety of latitudes and altitudes, 
temperature and moisture, produces a 
corresponding variety in flora and fauna. 
The range of climatic zones determines 
that of Botanical as well as Zoological 
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zones. Thus, according to Sir J. D. 
Hooker, 1 the flora of India is more varied 
than that of any other country of equal 
area in the eastern hemisphere, if not in 
the globe. As regards the richness of 
the Indian fauna, the following testimony 
of .l\Ir. Blandford! is sufficient : " Animal 
life is not only abundant in British 
India, but it is remarkably varied. The 
number of kinds of animals inhabiting 
India and its dependencies is very 
large, far surpassing, for instance, that 
of the species found in the whole of 
Europe, although the superficial area 
of Europe exceeds that of the Indian 
Empire by about one-half." This extra
~~dinary richness and ya~i~ty __ of_ -~~e 
flora and fauna of India necessarily 
imply ___ a corresponding richness and 
rariety in her ,·egetable and animal 
products, endowing her with a degree of 
economic self-sufficiency which falls to 

1 Imperial Gazetteer, new ed., \ ol. I., p. 157. 
1 RiJ, p. 213. 
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the lot of but few countries in the 
world. As ~Ir. Lilly puts it, the 
products of India 'include everything 
needed for the service of man.' But 
scarcely less than this physical variety 
is the ltuman variety which India 
presents with her teeming millions. 
They absorb so much as a fifth of 
the whole human race, including races 
and peoples belonging to all stages and 
states of social evolution and civilisation 
with languages, manners and customs, 
cults and cultures of the most diverse 
lcinds. There are in India no less than 
seven main physical types of races intro
ducing varieties of physical form in the 
population; no less than fourteen separate 
peoples or nationalities with their own 
languages and literature; no less than 150 

different tongues producing a veritable 
Babel of languages 1 

; and, finally, nearly 

1 According to Dr. Cust, "no less than 539 languages 
and dialects, cultivated and unculti1ated, in the whole of 
India and its bordering regions." 
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all the world-religions, each claiming 
more than a million of worshippers. 
India is verily a museum of cults and 
customs, creeds and cultures, faiths 
and tongues, racial types and social 
systems. 

IV 

Superficial observers are therefore liable 
to be bewildered by this astonishing 
variety in Indian life and geography. 
They lack that power of perception 
which dives beneath appearances and 
externals and sees into the life of 
things. They thus fail to discover 
the One in the l\Iany, the Individual 
in the Aggregate, the Simple in the 
Composite. \Yith them, the whole is 
lost in the parts, nay, the parts are 
greater than the whole, as in the 
old adage of blind men ' seeing ' the 
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elephant.. The fact is that an ex
clusive dependence upon mere sense
impressions, mere sense-contact with 
external phenomena, cannot carry us 
very far : for the senses cannot take us 
beyond the apparent and the objective. 
'Vhat is needed is the superior interpret-

__ lng~~~f~~at~g:-· synth.etis~g power. of 
the mind that inste~d _of beipg __ ()yer
·-p~wered by "th.e qtultitude of details "ill 
"master. them ~nd ris~ above them . to a 
--vision of the __ :whole. 

A keen, penetrating insight can hardly 
fail to recognise that beneath all this 
manifold variety there is a fundamental 
unity; that this diversity itself, far from 
being a source of weakness, is a fertile 
source of strength and wealth. As 
Sir Herbert Risley has truly observed: 
"Beneath the manifold diversity of phy
sical and social type, language, custom 
and religion which strikes the observer 
in India there can still be discerned, as 
:Mr. Yusuf Ali has pointed out, a certain 
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underlying uniformity 1 of life from the 
Himalayas to Cape Comorin." The last 
Indian Census Commissioner, l\Ir. E. A. 
Gait, r.c.s., has also recorded the same 
conclusion : " The people of India as a 
whole can be distinguished from those of 
Europe by certain broad characteristics." 
'Vhile, according to l\Ir. Vincent A. 
Smith, speaking from his long and first
hand experience of India, the civilisation 
of India " has many features which 
differentiate it from that of all other 
regions of the world ; while they are 

1 One aspect of this unity has been thus explained by 
Monier Williams (Hinduism, page 13) : " India, though 
it has, as we have seen, more than 500 spoken dialects, 
has only one sacred language and only one sacred litera· 
ture, accepted and revered by all adherents of Hinduism 
alike, however diverse in race, dialect, rank, and creed. 
That language is Sanskrit, and that litemture is Sanskrit 
literature-the only repository of the Veda or 'know· 
ledge ' in its widest sense ; the only vehicle of Hindu 
theology, philosophy, law and mythology i the only 
mirror in which all the creeds, opinions, customs, and 
usages of the Hindus are faithfully reflected i and (if we 
may be allowed a fourth metaphor) the only quarry 
whence the requisite materials may be obtained for 
improving the vernaculars or for expressing important 
religious and scientific ideas." 
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common to the whole country or rather 
continent in a degree sufficient to justify 
its treatment as a unit in the history 
of human social and intellectual develop
ment." 

v 

It is generally recognised and admitted 
on all hands that this Indian unity 
is largely, if not solely, the creation 
of the British rule, a by-product of the 
Pax Britannica, the ine'\itable outcome 
of a centralised administration which 
controls the whole country from the 
Himalayas to Cape Comorin. \Vhat is 
not generally known and recognised, how-

. ever, is that .!h~jgea_ qf.Jhis funda~ental 
~nity .. is much older than Briti.sh r_~le.~ 
that it is not a recent growth or dis
cm·ery but has a history running back 
to a remote antiquity. There are many 
proofs to show that the great founders 
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of Indian religion, culture and civilisation 
were themselves fully conscious of the 
geographical unity of their vast mother 
country and sought in various ways to 
impress it on the popular consciousness. 

The first expression they appear to 
have given to this sense of unity was 
their description of the entire country by 
the single name of Bharatavarsa,I which 
is the old indigenous classic name by 
which India was known to the Hindus. 
For the name India was gh·en. to the 
country by foreigners. The river Sindhu 
by which the country was first known to 

1 India was originally called Jambudvipa. This name 
was in use even in the time of A.soka who, in Buddhist 
works, is often styled as the king of Jambudvipa.. Some 
of the Pii.la kings also style themselves as Kings of 
Jambudvipa in their inscriptions. While the name 
Jambudvipa, has a. geographical reference, the name 
Bharatavar~a has a political reference conveying the idea 
that the whole of India was governed by a single king 
(see the Purl!}. as for the etymological significance of the 
word). Though Jambudvipa and Bharatava.r~a were no 
doubt na.mes applied to the region conquered or colonised 
by the Aryans, yet subsequent additions by conquest 
were also known by those general names, as accretions 
to the main land are known by the name of the latter. 
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outsiders was changed into Hindu by 
the Persians, and Indos by the Greeks, 
dropping the hard aspirate. The name 
Bharatavar~a is not a mere geographical 
expression like the term India, having 
only a physical reference. It has a 
deep, historical significance symbolising 
a fundamental unity which was certainly 
perceived and understood by those who 
invented the name. It is a well-known 
doctrine of logic that when a common 
name is applied to different things, it is 
because of some principle of unity which 
connects them to a system in spite of the 
differences. It was hence a consciousness 
of unity that really made the ~j~is of 
old to apply a single, indi,idualising, 
appellation to a vast stretch of territory 
with parts divided by endless varieties 
and peopled by many races speaking 
many dialects, professing many faiths, 
owning many cultures. Bharatavaqa is 
derived from Bharata as Rome is derived 
from Romulus. Bharata is a great hero 
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of Indian histo~y and tradition, just as 
Uomulus is of Roman. The lj,ig- Veda 1 

first mentions him as the leader of a 
powerful Aryan tribe that played its full 
part in the original struggles and conflicts 
by \which Aryan polity and culture were 
being shaped into proper form in the 
dawn of Indian history. The Aitm·eya 
Bralww1.~a 2 refers to his coronation cere
mony and subsequent career of conquests 
leading to his overlordship which is duly 
solemnised by the performance of the 
usual Aswamedha sacrifice. This story 
is also followed up by the Srimad-Bhaga
vata, which applies to him the epithets 
Adhirat and Samrat, i.e., king of kings, 
and describes his subjugation of a number 
of races, tribes and kingdoms such as the 
Kiratas, the HGJ?.aS, the YavaJ?.aS, the 

I III. 33. 
2 Panjika VIII. : " lfW'if VCIT iloi'if 1i'itfl-1~1f'if 

"ift~cnrr liTtrfl~: 'i{llilfifi lf\fi 'VIfl-Tflf~ I 'if1i!TW, 

~ i{tlilfiil: lf\W: ~lfifi ~~w: tfv.r-q"f 'aflliif 'Tf!~-
'*ITiro~ttif "{~ , , ' 

c 
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Pau~~ras and the like, and his ultimate 
renunciation of the world as an unreality 
in essence. Bharata, therefore, stood be~ 

fore the multitudinous peoples inhabiting 
the country that was called after him as 
the embodiment, the representative, of 
the dominant Aryan power which was 
fast accomplishing its work of colonising 
the whole country and bringing its differ· 
ent parts under the unifying discipline 
of a common culture and civilisation. 
Bharatavarsa is therefore another name 
-j~; Aryani;ed. -~~di~: -th~- ~~~g~~i~i·· fertile 
-soil- ~he~~ Arya~.-~cl.ture planted itself 
and attained its fruition, the chosen abode 
which the pioneers of human civilisation 
adopted as the scene of their labours for 
the proper expression of their particular 
genius. And Bharata was held up as 
a convenient symbol, a comprehensible 
token of this early renaissance, of the 
conquest of a new thought and a new 
faith finding expression through their 
appropriate literature, disciplines and 
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institutions, social, economic and political, 
of the accomplishment of a new cultural 
unity imposed upon and pervading a 
rich, manifold variety, round which were 
gathered, as in a system of federation, 
different creeds, cults and cultures 'Y!th 
liberty. to each to preserye its J:n'm special 
~e~t~!~s --~~4, .. g~~us and contribute its 
own quota to enrich the central culture.1 

1 As pointed out by Prof. Benoy Kumar Sarkar, M.A., 
in his suggestive brochure on the Pedagogy of the Hindus, 
this synthetic and complex Indian culture was the result 
of the Indian system of education which adapted itself to 
national requirements in all ages, and he argues : "How 
otherwise can we account for the rise of the numerous 
Puranas, Sanhitas, and Tantras adapted to the needs of 
the people in different ages and provinces? • • , It was 
because of their mastery over the principles of Psychology 
and Sociology that the leaders of the community never 

·-neglected the superstitions, the mechanical rites and 
ceremonies, the diverse practices and usages and various 
religious customs and mythological notions obtaining in 
the country, but rather promoted the growth and develop· 
ment of a varied eschatology, a varied mythology and a 
varied religious system according to the varied geo· 
graphical and historical condition of the people." 

The idea of § V. is very well developed in Mr. B. C. 
Pal's The Soul of India. 

c 2 
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VI 
But besides this proof of a common 

name, there are other proofs to show that 
the fact of this fundamental unity of 
India was fully grasped by the popular 
mind in ancient times. Even such an 
old book as the J!.ig- Veda, one of the 
oldest literary records of humanity, reveals 
conscious and fervent attempts made by 
the ~j~is, those profoundly wise organisers 
of Hindu polity and culture, to visualise 
the unity of their mother country, nay, to 
transfigure the mother earth into a living 
deity and enshrine her in the loving heart 
of the worshipper. This is best illustrated 
by the famous river-hymn 1 of the J!.ig
Veda where the various rivers of the 
Punjab, the perennial streams of plenty 
and good to which the country owes so 
much, which were at once the highways 
of commerce and culture alike, are deified 
by a grateful imagination and receive the 

1 Rv. X. 75. 
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nation's worship and homage. As the 
mind of the devotee contemplates in love 
and reverence those formative, beneficent 
agencies of nature contributing from time 
eternal to the making of his country, it 
naturally traverses the entire area of his 
native land and grasps an image of the 
whole as a visible unit and form. Certainly 
a better and simpler,a more convenient and 
significant formula could not be invented 
for the perception of the fatherland as one 
indivisible unit than the following prayer 
of the sloka in the aforesaid hymn :-

ril' it 3fT- ~!fir '4f\~(f 

-q~ ~ ~~m ~ I 
"'!if'Oill 'fl'l{~ f•nr~r~r1tlftli 

Wl&'iil'T~Il 
(0 ye Ganga, Yamuna, Sarasvati, Satadru, and 

Paru~iii, receive ye my prayers I 0 ye Marutbridha, 
joined by the Asikni, Vitasta, and lrji.kiya. joined by 
the Susoma, hear ye my prayers!) 

1 Sutudri = the Sutlej ; Parusni = the Ravi; .Asikni 
= the Chenab ; Marudbridhii the combined course 
of the Akesines and Hydaspes (Roth) ; Vitasta = Gr. 
Hydaspes = Jheelum; ,{rjikiyli = the Vi pas (according 
to Yii.ska) =the Bias; Su~oma =the Indus (Yii.ska). 
See Map. 
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It calls up at once in the mind's eye a 
picture of the whole of Vedic India, and 
fulfils in a remarkable way the poet's 
purpose behind it of awakening the 
people's consciousness to the fundamental 
unity of their country. Nay, it does more: 
it elevates and refines patriotism itself 
into religion. To think of the mother 
country, to adore her as the visible giver 
of all good, becomes a religious duty ; the 
fatherland is allotted its rightful place in 
the nation's daily prayers. The river
hymn 1 of the l}ig- Veda therefore presents 
the first national conceptiqn of Indian 
unity, such as it was. It was necessarily 
conditioned by the geographical horizon 

1 The epithet Sapta-sindhu, the land of seven rivers, 
is applied to the whole of Vedic India. in Rig. VIII., 
24, 27, and is thus another expression of its geographical 
unity. 

The Epic counterpart of the Vedic description of the 
Punjab is the following couplet of the Mahiibhiirata, 
~a.·parva., chapter 44 :-

~'lij' fcr'tffm -:;:r a!'illlr\l<nft CflH I 

~ f1f1110T "" f~: qr crf~fi{: I 
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attained in that age which seems to have 
been confined by the snowy mountains in 
the north, the Indus and the range of 
Suleiman mountains in the west, the 
Indus or the sea in the south, and the 
valley of the J umna and the Ganges in the 
east. These limits practically include the 
whole of Northern India, the geographical 
unity of which was also recognised and 
suitably expressed in the designation of 
the entire territory by the common name 
of A rya cart a in Vedic literature. l\Ianu 
defines Aryilvarta as follows :-

~11i~"{f~ ~ ~l~WiJ li~71', I 
"'... • ~ ~ t .~ f t ol.IT'\'CI'Torrt , ~lilT\~ ~~.n: u-II. 21. 

l\Iedhatithi has the following commen~ 
tary on the above : " li~rniif~<lfr-<ll'~Tll
~ifl~ lf't(j' 'J: ~T<1ircrm ~~r <r~: fri~:a- 1 " 

1.1 

This explanation is quite in accord with 
that giren by .Amarako~a, viz.:-

" -..qTaircrTi: 'S'I'O~fif: lfr4 f~~tair: 1 " 

So that Aryantrta corresponds to the 
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territory between the Himalayas and the 
. Vindhyas.1 

VII 

'Vith the gradual extension of Aryan 
colonisation of India beyond the limits of 
the old Aryavarta so as to embrace the 
whole of Dakshinapatha or Southern 
India, the old Vedic formula for the 
conception of Indian unity was supple
mented by other appropriate formulae 
to give fitting expression to an expand
ing geographical consciousness. Thus the 
following Pauranic prayer is but an 
adaptation of the aforesaid river-hymn of 
the !Jig- Veda to a new environment, to 
an expanded geographical horizon which 
embraced the whole of India within its 
limits:-

1 The Vasi~thaDharmaSiitra [i.9],inaccordwithMa
nava Dharma Siltra, also defines Aryii.varta. as the region 
between the Vindhya and the Himalaya, and these two 
ranges also seem to be the boundaries of the Aryan world 
in the Kau~itaki Upani~ad [ii.l3]. The Bala-ramiiya1,1a 
of the poet Rajasekhara speaks of the river Narmadit as 
"the dividing line of .Aryc1varta and Dak~intipatha.'' 
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ri "if ".iF ~tf ~)~rctf' ~'lSf"ff 1 

m r~~R- qf'llif, ~hf~ ~ • 1 

25 

[0 ye Ganga, Yamuna, Godavari, f:)arasvati, Narmada, 
Sind.hu and Cauvery, come ye and enter into this water 
of my offering!] 

This holy text for the sacrificial purifica
tion of water is daily repeated by millions 
of devout Hindus all over the continent 
during their baths and worships and cannot 
fail to lift them for the time being above 
the narrow cares, anxieties, and interests 
of domestic life to a higher, wider plane 
of thought, on which they feel something 
of the great " touch of nature which 
makes the whole world kin " and realise 
the vital, fundamental unity or kinship 
which binds them to a common father
land, as members of the same nation
family. The same ennobling, elevating 
effect is produced on the national con
sciousness by the following popular 

1 We may compare in this connexion the mention of 
the Sapta-Ganga or the seven Gaii.gas in Siva-purii1}4 
[II. xiii.), viz., Ganga, Godavari, Kaveri, Tamrapal'l)i, 
SinJ.hu, Sarayu and Reva. 
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Pauranic couplet, 1 in which the whole 
of India is represented as the land of 
seven mountains, those ·chosen seats of 
contemplation and peace:-

'ri~ l!'tlll: ~: 1~tf~~cr: 1 
~ 

f<r.urli ·tnfn~r.r.li ri-H ~m: n 2 

Equally efficacious is the following text 
in enfranchising the mind from the limi· 
tations of a narrow, provincial, parochial 
outlook and opening it to a vision of 
the whole country of which all parts are 
equally sacred and entitled to homage :-

·.,.r~n'lijt 11~\1 l!TllT 1fflft "Cl\1"it 'V.l<rf'ifli(if I 

'Sflli'\T'Cfi'l1 ifcr -eim 111-ii~fl.TCliT: u 3 

1 It also occurs in the Makiibharata, Bhi~maparva, ch. 9. 
2 Mahendra = the Mahendra Mali hills in Ganjam 

and the Eastern Ghats where Parasurama. retired after 
his defeat by Rama ; Malaya = the southern part of 
the Western Ghats; Sahya =the northern part of the 
Western Ghats; Ifik~a =the eastern part of the Vin· 
dhyas, the mountains of Gondwana; Paripidra or Piiri· 
yiitra = the western part of the Vindhyas, including the 
Aravalis. See Map. 

3 The seven sacred places named are : Ayodhya, 
Mathura., Maya or Hardwar, Kasi or Benares, Kanchi 
or Conjeeveram, Avanti or Ujjani, and Dvaravati or 
Dwarka in Guzera.t. 
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Here India is represented as the land 
of seven principal sacred places which it 
is incumbent on every devotee to visit, 
and which cover between them practically 
the entire area of the country. It is also 
to be noted that the four most meritorious 
pilgrimages in india w.er~.plac~~ by .. San· 
karacharya in the fot1r extreme points _of 
. the country, so that the entire country may 
_be law~n by the people and the whole 
area he~4 sacred.1 Sarikaracharya also 
established four rna~hs or monasteries in 
the four corners of India, viz., Jyotir· 
math in the north, Sarada-math in the 
west, Sririgeri-math in the south, and 
Govardhana-math in the east. These 
were, as it were, the pillars of Sarikara's 
religious victory (f~f~), the capitals 
of his spiritual empire exercising its 
sway over the whole of India. The four 
traditional tirtltas are similarly Svetaganga 

1 These sacred places are Badari-Kedarnath in the 
north, Riimesvara. in the south, Dvii.rakii. in the west 
aud Jagannath in the east. 
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in the east, Dhanu~tirtha in the south, 
Gomatiku:r:t~a in the west and Tapta
kutt~a in the north. There are similarly 
four traditional tanks (~\l'cr\), viz., Pampa, 
Vindu, Naraya:r:ta and l\Ianasa in the 
south, east, west and north respectively. 
There are, lastly, four popularly known 
Kfetras, e.g., 1\Iukti, Varaha, Harihara 
and Kuru. There are again recognised 
three principal temples for the worship of 
the sun in the east, north and west, viz., 
Konaraka (in Orissa), l\Iultan [ Brahma
purii~a, I. 140, etc.], and Suryapura or 
Surat [J.A.S.B., I. 387]. There are also 
similarly distinguished eight Vinayaka 
(Ganesa) tirthas, viz., 1\Ioresvara, Ballala, 
Lenadri, Siddhatek, Ojhar, Sthevara or 

· Meura, Ranjanagrama and 1\fahaQ.a. 
The following passage, dear to every 

devout Hindu, enumerates the various 
places of Saiva worship scattered through
out the whole of India :-

iruj mifll4~ "l![li(~ ilf~ I 
~tlRt li"{Tctir~· "!!,j'l'ii~-=«1- n 
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~ ~T"{ f~Wii11Ti" ~f~ l11filt'{\1f I 
' ' 

~~~ f<fmt ~ m~ • 
~~ f.;:rcrl'l1li1mli ~"ilir~ 1 

1.\ 

=ij~ ~ mw: ,mr fiflfT~ u 
l:crrfif <iiiTfmnflr "(frij 'Sinr: 'tfin: 1 

"(f1J'W'in m 1Jf\~ fCfif11lfrr • 1 
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A similar passage enumerates the prin~ 
cipal sacred places consecrated to Vi~~u 
which are daily repeated by millions of 
Hindus all over India.2 

I The viaces may be thus identified: Saura~~ra = 
Gujrat; Sri-8aila = the Palni hills in Madura; U;jain; 
Amaresvara near Mat;t<Jalesvara and ancient Mahismati; 
the Himalayas (Kedtiranath) ; Dakini (unknown); Be
nares; Gumti or Godavari ; Chitiibhumi == Baidyanath; 
Setubandha or Ramesvara; Siviilaya (unknown). 

2 ifTU~11t «r(~~ ~1flr ~\~"., I 

miti1ITfi ~~~ ~t ~'illi~ I H I 

1f"imf ~~ 1il1H~ li~~ I 
"ifT'ijlhr l1mi(lfif1f~TlfCi ... ~tr1f.: ..... 
"{1l:1f~ ~"{if~ ~~'t I 

y-o;qq~ ~~ ~ i.iTI~'$~ I (I 

~ itqi-ef l1il1t ~~ I 

\Tlf-llllflfit mf~ 'rl'~~ '5f00"ifi{l ~a 

'SI'~ 1fTl.f'ii1f l~~ ~\I! I 
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.J.~~la, G:c~k ••·f'j 

And in the story of Sati, the perfect 
wife, who can miss the significance of the 
fifty-two places in which fragments of the 
smitten body fell ? " And one finger fell 
in Calcutta, and that is still the Kalighat. 
And the· tongue fell at Kangra (Jwala
mukhi) in the North Panjab and appears 

~\~ f~ f~:g"[ \T~<rn, II t: II 

'il'f~il ~~lf "!illT~ f-q~f"q11f1t I 

"!ft~ ~~ iflitlll"l ~rnttl1_11 (II 
r~·~~ ttm~i~ m~ 1litl~iq~ 1 

¥1(~ m~-{ ~mT f~~f«it II ~o II 

lllmtf~ lf~siir 'ili'£l~";fillllClil{ 1 

'liill'iflcr~ m~ f~\~ll\~'il'i! n H n 
f~ ~~~1j iTi~ \tTWISl{ I 

iTTmlli" lll\<m"l ~n.r~ m-a-Cfi'T"Cf~ 11 ~~ 11 

'if~~ 'ifT\11!f~\l CliT~llf 'qi'll\!f~~ifl! I 

~1lliri\lli" ~<r 'Tf\iW~\~ n ~~ 11 

~f 'i'flll "{ff f'lf<rsiittlf'.T~ I 

Climfll<.;Tf ~'N"'iil' 'i'fl!Ti~~·~ II ~y u 

ihrrlfiR lJl1"T"/fi'R i(1rrma liN'il''l: 1 

"'i'Ofl\1 fm~ ~ lJli~'l: II~~ II 

~-rt~itf-a-~~1 
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to this day, as licking tongues of fire, 
from underneath the ground. .And the 
left hand fell at Benares which is for ever 
Annapurna, the Gh·er-of-Bread." 1 All the 
a bore passages, with their remarkable hold 

1 The Devi-gitii (eighth chapter) enumerates the 
-various places throughout India. sacred to the Devi 
or Durga. 

f~ ~"if ~'lfT"i!Tiim lf.~ a~~ .• 
!il~'Cf1if ~)'qni qllt~IUI(~ I 

~~~ lTT"if f~\T'If{"f!: I ~~I 

eft~\~~ ww.r m~. 1 

ri1rrrfr ~ ~ nnri I rc;;: I 

limf~'i;f~ liftam-Qf~ I 

~\T~ ~~ 'fltto{ -qll~~ I ~~ I 

"'11\"Ta'Qf~~~f~t 

~~ mm ~ 'H 'it I q '4 tt I ~o I 

"Ji1fil•w~~~ ri l,fClii{~S'lit~f"(( 1 

~T ~~ li~lif"iii~ I~~ I 

~ 1l'T'ifil~T ll\f!iflrl11 
C>. • 

li~Tt'gj 'ff~~ ~~~I~~ I 
'S'~m ql3"1§ ~17 W~ I 

~ ~ '!~ G mf-j~ I~~ I 

~rm nrrfihi mr~ r"ifY.F<l 1 
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on the heart of the people as texts of 
their daily prayers, give expression to a 
feeling for the fatherland, an absorbing 
passion for place which is hardly surpassed 
anywhere in the world, while a negative 
proof of the same emotion shows itself in 
the fact that all the holy and sacred 
places of the Indian lie within the limits 

'1il.l~ "it;mlllf itnil1Jllii:f~ II 'I! II 

~~ 'q'"{~ ~ml 1fl&~ I 
~~ph~ ~T ~-II ~tt_U 
~1f ~ m:i&" ll:'(11f 1f'i1{ I 

~filllil'ii(ctiltlitl mm ~ 'lifii~ n ~~II 

f~'"~ liW~~ liW-{ 11filnl~ I 
filfCfi" filf«rm ~ ~"l\lt u ~~ 11 

lfl'¥i <iTitf~tij" ~lllt[ ~ I 
nt~m ~ ~minl! n ~-,;: o 
~tr{('~~ ill~ $\tictiiEii<fll\1"@~ I 

~ irilm 11:l.Tf'it ~lhl·10~ n 'I! u 

~ uri 1&'~ ~ ~~ 1 

~ 1f'.rT '{1if ei"OQJfl"Cfi crm 0 ~' R 

'9;i~rf ~~ 1fVil1\lll~ I 

1Ui'Tfi!' f<rUJft:~il' {f"6f1fTfil' ll'llrllft~: 11 ~~ n 
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of India and not one of them in smrie 
far off Palestine. 

VIII 

This intense passion for fatherland, 
indeed, utters itself throughout Sanskrit 
literature. We select some of these 
references at random. The Atlwrva Veda, 
for instance, sings the praises of the 
mother country as the land of the brave 
and the pious, of heroism and enterprise, 
of commerce and trade, of science and 
art, of virtue and greatness, of countless 
medicinal herbs and plants ; 1 the land, 
girt by the sea and fertilised by the 
sacred rivers like the Indus, and rich in 
grain and foodstuffs ; 2 the land where our 
forefathers lived and worked, where the 
.Asuras succumbed to the might of the 

1 Av. XII. 2-" 'if~ ~ f•nTf,f •.• " 
• Av. xrr. :>-" ~ ~~ ~if fu~oo ~:i 

!ii'li: ~10fll"lf: I " " 
<>,\I 

D 
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Devas ; 1 the land which boasts of the 
highest mountain and the most beautiful 
forest ; 2 the land of sacrificial rites and 
sacred pleasures, of valour and renown, 
of patriotism and self-sacrifice, of virtue 
and kindness. 3 There are passages also 
in other Sanskrit works which refer to 
India as the chosen land/ a veritable 

1 Av. XII. 5-"~ v:&f ~t-anrr f~ ~ 
~·n 'l.f\\\fil1lfCI''hrif 1" 

\ 

2 Av. XII. 11-" fm:~ 'tl'cfoT f~>\~ 'W 

m""'f~1" 

a Av. XII.l. 22-"illlrt ~~ ~~fer 1i1f ~~-
" ~I" 

Av. XII. 1. 41-

"~ m'llf'ifi 'if'Ctff'iif i!llrt ~~: I 
II. " 

~ ti@iliSii""J llW ~ ..,....,.;lf: a" ~ ~·~· 

' Manu, II. 17-~ 'n' ~;~fflflifcr ~li ii1tl1qij 51"'V!'"fll" 

V~'(!u Purii~, II. ill. 24 :-

~m"l ~rn: fili~ mc;ifilf;r 
~Tltl if liT~1fl1fm 1 

~ " 
~T1f"CrlfT~lf"fl 

" 
lf'Cff<fi il~: 'Sffi: ~iql"ii I " .. 
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heaven on earth, culminating in the great 
national utterance 

" \1fffir't 'qf'l'JI'll'nrl!f 'll'~r~f'lf ltlll'~ " 
" (' mother and motherland are higher than 

heaven itself'). 

IX 

The same feeling for the fatherland has 
again spread over the whole continent a 

[Thus do the gods sing the glories of Bharatavar~a: 
"More fortunate than we are they who are born in that 
land wherein lies the veritable road to heaven and 
salvation.''] 

Srimadbhii.gavata, v. xix. 20, 27. 

~r;) ~"Iii f~\ mll'~. 

!il'" ~"lit f~ ~~\: I 
~~ ~ ~ll'T\trrhr~ 

¢11 

'!~~ mfli'Cli ~;r 'if: n ~· n 

~<;pf 'il": 'll'n~flfif 

f\<i"t~ ~~ 1!\"'if~ l!"hrir't I 

'tltH'afii'Tii ~1i'fl'al!l'll" 'il": ~-

'i "if tfi p.f "i li"ftrl 1i 1iifrfii ll ' ( II 

D 2 
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network of shrines and sacred places which 
constitutes one of the distinguishing and 
differentiating features of India. For it 
goes without saying that the institution 
of pilgrimage is entirely an expression 
of love for the motherland, one of the 
modes of worship of the country which 
strengthens the religious sentiment and 
expands the geographical consciousness. 
Behind the religious merit and sanctity 
of pilgrimage there lies the admiration 
of place, of art, even of geographical 
significance. B~~res in the North and 
Conje,everam in the South are loved 
and visited because they are c~edral 
ci_!!es, rich in architecture, in treasure 
and in the associations of saints and 
scholars. We also feel that .[~gannath 
owes its position in no small degree to the 
sheer beauty of the sea and also perhaps 
to the cosmopolitanism of the place 
as the port through which long flowed 
the eastern trade. Allahabad, the Tir
tharaja Prayaga, the prince of holy places, 
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inevitably rose at the confluence of two 
mighty rivers mingling their waters. The 
perennial beauty of the Himalayas has 
captivated the national imagination and 
has made them the refuge of holy men, 
drawing unending streams of pilgrims. 
Indeed, the Hindu's pilgrimages are 
always to the glacier-clad mountain, the 
palm-clad sea-shore or ocean-isle, or the 
almost impenetrable depths of hill and 
jungle, where the tread of the generations 
of l\Ian has scarcely been heard, and 
Nature left free to exercise her healing 
and healthful influence. Thus the Indian 

Jr~aJ~.JbL!?.~a.llcy_cl_p.la.ce in a peculiar 
way, foreign to the 'Vest: his method of 
~ppreciating and celebrating it is quite 
different. A spot of beauty is no place for 
social enjoyment or self-indulgence ; it is 
the place for self-restraint, for solitary 
meditation which leads the mind from 
nature up to Nature's God. Had Nia
gara been situated on the Ganges, how 
different would have been its valuation 
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by humanity ! 1 Instead of occasional 
picnics and railway pleasure-trips, the 
perennial pilgrimage of worshipping 
crowds. Instead of parks, asramas. 
Instead of hotels, temples. Instead 
of ostentatious excess, simple austerity. 
Instead of the desire to harness its 
mighty forces to the chariot of human 
utility, an absorbing subjectivity, a com
plete detachment from the body and the 
outward world to feed the life of the spirit! 

Thus !he institution of pilgrim.ag~-- is 
..J!!)_denil11Jly a m;tFowerful.,illst;~ment 
for develo£i;g-the-geograprucalsense in 
~th~~P;~ple -;hi~h-~~;bies''"ihem to''think 
ari(fJ'feef'ihat India is not a mere con
geries of geographical fragments, but a 
single, though immense, organism, filled 
with the tide of one strong pulsating life 
from end to end. The visit to holy 
places as an imperative religious duty 
has made wide travelling a national habit 

1 Cf. Sister Nivedita's " The lVeb of Indian Life," 
p. 241. 
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in India in all ages of life, with young 
and old alike, and travelling in ages pre
ceding the era of steam and mechanical 
transport could not but promote a deep 
knowledge of the tracts traversed which 
is easily escaped by modern globe-trotters. 
It was this supremely Indian institution 
in fact which served in the past in 
place of the modern railway and facilities 
for travel to promote popular movements 
from place to place and intercommunica
tion between parts producing a perception 
of the whole. It allowed no parochial, 
provincial sense to grow up which might 
interfere with the growth of the idea 
of the geographical unity of the mighty 
motherland ; allowed no sense of physical 
comforts to stand in the way of the 
sacred duty of intimately knowing one's 
mother country ; and softened the severi
ties of old-world travelling by breaking 
the pilgrim's route by a holy halting 
place at short intervals. 
. It is difficult indeed to count up the 
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innumerable sacred spots which an over~ 
flowing religious feeling has planted 
throughout India. One of the best lists 1 

of these is to be found in the Yanaparva 
1 The GanuJa-pura~a preserves some authentic lists 

of the Hindu holy places all o>er India. The following 
passage in the sixty-sixth chapter distinguishes the 
principal sacred places thus :-

liT~P.mfr~T\"iji"T'q *Tiilf ~ ~~ I 
q~~~~~· 
~ "'tf ~{! iT{T ~ ~"{~ I 

~~~~i!'l(T\1 

lfli qJq'll~lltUq llfu";!f~~ I ... ... 
But perhaps the best and a most exhausti•e enumeration 
of holy places occurs in the eighty-first chapter, which 
passes in review the whole continent from the Himalayas 
to Cape Comorin in the following couplets:-

~Tf;r ~ ~rrnrh:il~ 1 

rn ~lfrnTT m ~ tim I ... ... ~"' 

~fq-R~-:q~rn1 

m m ~ 11ar.rt m~f'lf~" a 
t "' f.l ' 

~~ eiafqqJfli mfllt( Cli'Tii~ -pr11!,1 

~ 11'~ cr1~ m~r ll~: I 

Mi 11'-t cr"til ~~~ 1 

~ m 1i1il m'il'l"i:f'f ~ • 
~ 'S'(l \1m ~fu~~ll1fi I 
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of the Mahabharata where two descrip
tions are given of the principal holy 
places, one by Narada and the other 
by Dhaumya. Other such lists are to 

n~ l!\~nft '5"CWT ~1Tl!T\~ ~ n 

~ l!tfT.fl1fT ~ <:;!in;Jt I 

'tf\ifT\Tl111f 111~ ~W lf~f\'liT"!rni{ U 

'Vitil'tf '5\'1 'i!Tl1T ~f;p.f W 'tf\lt 

~l1"Twr ';fl~iftli"!J f-:q~ illilftil.: n 

ihrrl4ctf ~~ \T1ifmlT'IIii 'tf\i! 1 

CiiT1l'l'5\1 "'["fl1lT ~i(~ -ij1f~ U 

\T~"i't 'tf"( tft~ 'iiTfrr~~ ff~ I 
~"'[7 <iiTil7f1"' ';flil\'qillictr 7f'IT I 

~flAt lim: lri ~l.f\m\: 1 

l9111ftli ll'~il CiiT~l!N~ ~ n 

limtt'l-:q m\'1 ~lil71r fif'tfll(lTT 1 

~l:rr 111~ m ~~Cfil\ u 

li"l\T"f rO ~ 1frm ~: 1 

~l!\T liual~ tnfif 'ii'11lrfir flffl:"'f a 
" 

~: fwlfr ~ ~eft ~\ti'f-:q frnrr , 

~~~~~'tf:a 
~ f~Tif 'f~~crf~ 1 

1tT~wf lf~ ~ "lft~ ~: 'tf\i{ I 
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be found in the various accounts of what 
are known as the Pitha-sthanas. The 
popularly known number, 52, is given by 
Tantra Chu~amani. According to Devi-

i'r~lSll q-n::'f'"i ~~ mflf,fll'Clill, 1 

.n~~~'i!{f~ ~~~: u 

ClilWPi ~~ CfiTll'TW ~'!' fnfrr I 
~<r~ifef "01~ ClilnTtfi'l.l~ l.l'f"q" II 

fG£\\W'ilff liWiil~ ~ ~lflf, I 
11~~~1~ m\R 'if"()1f\T II 

;ft~\" lfmtrliJ 1fl.1T1ill!t q\~ rrttT I 

f.i~: ~-< rn~ ~~~ ~iilf: n 

;J)q;1/[ m fll~ 'it~ mf~~\'t I 

qrrffi 11mrr1l! ~~'ifillflf 11 

" ' nm if.~ rlm\'r;:r ~'~@"~ I 

f'q\~· ~-.f"{ ffl~ ~ "'ffl'i~lf~ I 

ilf~m~ ~f~ ifif-a-rr't~"tli~ 1 

'ifTf~~ ll~nft~ it•r{'il'll1f:'lf\ll.: n 

~11ftll~~l9T RC!i't m\r<nft I 
1flil ~~\: ~ fq-~~ 1f\~ u 

~\lf~ ~l~ ffnfl~lfT lfflif~l I 

~1m~ rr1~ "~ qTI-qffuf\: 1f\~ 11 

ll~~'ijl"f~'f ~eft '-11l!1rrT 'tr\liT if~l I 
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Bhagavata, the number is 108 [7-30]. 
The Kubjikatantra also enumerates the 
various Siddhapithas throughout India. 
The Siva~Charita distinguishes the Maha
pithas numbering 51 from the minor 
Upa-pithas numbering 26. A reference 
to these holy places is also contained in 
the Kalika-pura1,1a (chh. 18, 50, 61). 

X 

Along with this system and network 
of Hindu holy places should also be 
considered the multitude of monuments 
with which Buddhism and J ainism~ 
ultimately and essentially but phases of 
Hindu thought- have adorned the land 
and influenced the geographical con
sciousness of large numbers of people 

~~r ~~~ll: ~: '1\'V\'1 n 

~T~ ~fer~ oftit!'lfCfi I 

'&fT(qf Cliil'lS~ ifi~ ~ ll~lr 'S~~ u 
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under their direct sway. ".Hi~~-?!~~-~!!y, 

b~!~-"~~~~~~~.~ ---~E:~, .... ~~~~~~~!,~:pa t .. be 
.3~!~~4.. ~,t9[$PQQt~..,.or.~~~~t.tQf Jiindu
is~" 1 Buddhism in fact is the name 
given to Hinduism of the first few 
centuries of the Christian era, when 
precipitated in a foreign consciousness. 
Its special and most noteworthy contri
bution was a vast imperial organisation, 
highly centralised, coherent in all its 
parts, full of the geographical conscious
ness, uttering itself in similar architec
tural forms in the east and west of India, 
passionately eager to unify and elevate 
the people and to adorn the land. India 
became a self-contained, self-conscious 
unit, in full and living communication 
both by land and sea with China and 
Japan, Syria and Egypt, sending abroad 
ambassadors, merchants and missionaries 
with messages, commodities and ideas. 

What the idea of pilgrimage is to the 

1 See V. A. Smith's "A History of Fine Art in 
India," etc., introduction. 
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Hindu mind, the worship of relics is to 
the Buddhist. The former realised itself 
in the planting of holy places, the latter 
in the erection of monuments beautifying 
the land. The Buddhist veneration of 
relics led to the construction of multitudes 
of domed cupolas (stupas, dagobas) for 
the safe custody of the relics, surrounded 
with accessory structures upon which 
were lavished all the resources of art; 
while the necessities of monastic life 
led to the erection of vihan!s and 
chaityas, monasteries and churci;es, both 
rock-cut and structural. The Pillars 
(lats) at Delhi, Tirhut, Sankisa, Sanchi, 
etc.; the chailyfJ·Caves and viharas at 
Bihar, N asik, Ajanta, Elura, Karle, 
Kanheri, Bhaja, Bedsa, Dhamnar, Udai
giri, Bagh, etc. ; stupas of 1\Ianikyala, 
Sarnath, Sanchi and Amaravati ; the 
gateways and stone railings at Barahat 
(Bharhut), :Mathura, Gaya, Sanchi and 
Amara\·ati; and lastly, the numerous 
Gandhara monasteries- all these, con· 
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sidering their widely-separated locations, 
point to the extensive area which was 
unified by a common artistic impulse, a 
single religious idea. 

XI 

'V e have now seen how the idea of 
the essential unity of the Indian world 
underlying its truly continental vastness 
and variety has seized the national con
sciousness and become one of its natural, 
integral contents. It is also clear that 
this particular consciousness could not 
be a sudden growth but required time 
for its development. Its evolution must 
naturally correspond at every stage to 
the evolution of geographical knowledge 
in the Indian mind. The perception of 
India as a single country must wait on 
an intimate geographical knowledge of 
the whole of India pre,iously obtained. 
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It is therefore necessary to trace the 
deYelopment of this geographical know
ledge and mark out its successive stages. 

XII 

It goes without saying that in the Vedic 
age the geographical horizon embraced 
only a part of India. The extent and 
limits of Y edic India may be inferred 
from the river-hymn and other geo
graphical data in the I}z'g- Veda. Mention 
is made therein of some twenty-five 
streams, all but two or three of which 
belong to the Indus rirer system. The 
word Sapta-Sindharah is once used to 
indicate Aryan India, the land of seven 
rirers, which are generally understood to 
mean the five ri·rers of the Punjab, 
together ·with the Indus and the Kabul, 
for which the Sarasrati was afterwards 
substituted. The easterly limit of the 
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Aryan home is indicated by the reference 
in one or two places to the rivers Jam una 
and Ganges. Thus the widest geo
graphical extent of Vedic India was the 
country bounded "by the snowy moun
tains in the north, the Indus and the 
range of the Suleiman mountains in the 
west, the Indus and the sea in the south, 
and the valley of the Yam una and the 
Ganges in the east. "1 The country beyond 
the Vindhya range and the Narmada 
river, which are not mentioned in the .fj,ig
Veda, was not known to the Vedic Aryans. 

Later Vedic literature does not show 
any knowledge of Southern India. The 
passage in the Aitareya Brahma~a [vii. 18], 
in which Visvamitra refers to the Andhras, 
Pundras, Sabaras, Pulindas and l\Iutibas 
as living on the borders of the Aryan 
settlements, only demonstrates that the 
lryas were at that time acquainted with 
the whole country to the north of the 

1 Max Muller in India : what can it teach us! 
pp. 168, 174. 
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Yindhya and a portion to the south-east 
of that range. 

XIII 

The examination of the available evi
dence shows that the colonisation of 
Southern India did not accomplish itself 
till the seventh century B.~. Pa)}ini, who 
" must hare flourished in the beginning 
of the seventh century before the Christian 
era, if not earlier still," 1 mentions many 
places and rivers which mostly belong to 
the Panjab and Afghanistan. The most 
southerly places mentioned by him are 
Kachchha [IV. 2, 133], Avanti [IV. I, 

176], Kosala [IV. I, 171 ], Karusa 2 [IV. 
1, 178], and Kalinga [IV. 1, 178]. 

The contemporary Pali literature points 
to the same conclusion. In one of the 
oldest Pali texts [the Sutta-Nipata, 
976) occurs the expression Dakkhina-

1 Sir R. G. Bha.ndarkar in his Early History of the 
Deccan, . 

1 Eastern portion of Sha.ha.bad district in Behar. 

E 
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patha,t which does not mean the whole 
of modern Dekkan, but only a remote 
settlement on th~ upper Godavari. The 
expression does not occur in any one of 
the four Nikayas. It occurs again in the 
later text [ Vin. I, 195, 196; 2, 298], but 
only to mean the same district near the 
Godavari and in conjunction with Avanti. 
The Nikayas refer to sea-voyages out of 
sight of land [see my Histor.~ of Indian 
Shipping, Part 1., ch. III.] and to Kalinga 
and Dantapura near the coast, while the 
Vinaya to Bharukaccha [3, 38] and the 
Udana to Supparaka [1, 10]. The approxi· 
mate geographical extent of the most 
ancient Buddhism (i.e., about the time of 
Buddha) is stated inter alia in the },faha
parinibbana Sutta, "where are named the 

1 Da.k~iniipatha, lit., 'the path or road of the south ; 
the southern road' was the technical expression for 
Southern India. The analogous expression for Northern 
India was Uttarapatha, lit., 'the path or road of the 
north, the northern road ' which was of constant use, 
e.g., in connection with Har~avardhana of Kanouj, who 
is called '~il\~~'i'ff~lti~\'tf~'V\"'ft-'1@'~-;riif,' the 
warlike lord of all the region of the North. 
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following chief towns as the dwelling
places of many nobles, Brahmans and 
V aisyas converted to Buddhism, viz., 
Champa, Rajagaha, Savatthi, Saketa, 
Kosambi and .1\Iaga-Baranasi, comprising 
between them the kingdoms of Kasi~ 

Kosala and .1\Iagadha, together v;ith the 
territories now known as Oudh and Bihar. 
The same geographical extent may be 
inferred from the distribution of Buddha's 
relics among eight places as mentioned 
in the .Jfahclpariniubana Sutta [S. B. E., 
Vol. XI., pp. 129 ff. ], which are: Rajagaha, 
Vesali, Kapilarathu, Allakappa, Rama
gama, V ethad.Ipa, Para, and Kusinara, 
besides the shrines erected by Dro~ the 
Brahmin and the l\Ioriyas of Pippalirana. 
The extent of the whole of old Buddhist 
India may be similarly inferred from 
passages in some Pali books [e.g., Aizgut
tara, 1. 213 ; 4. 252, 256, 260 ; Vinaya 
Tats, 2. 146], which enumerates the six
teen principal political divisions of the 
country as follows: (1} Anga, (2} 1\Ia-

E 2 
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gadha, (3) Kasi, (4) Kosala, (5) Vajji, 
(6) ~lalla, (7) Ceti, (8) Vazp.sa, (9) 
Kulii, (10) Paiichala, (ll) 1\Iaccha, (12) 
Surasena, (13) Assaka, (14) Avantl, (15) 
Gandhara, and (16) Kamboja. Another 
similar list, indicating a slightly wider 
geographical extent, is to be found in the 
Govinda Sutta, 36 [Digha-Nikaya, XIX. 
36], where the following seven provinces 
.are distributed by the Brahman Govinda 
among King Renu and six other K~atriya 
princes, viz., (1) Kaliriga, with its capital 
Dantapura; (2) Assaka, with its capital 
Potana; (3) Avanti, with its capital l\Ia
hismati ; ( 4) Sovira, with its capital 
Roruka; ( 5) Videha, with its capital l\Ii
thila; (6) Ariga, with its capital Champa; 
(7) Kasi, with its capital Baranasi. 

The Lalita- Vistara [ch. III.] also men
tions the existence of sixteen great States 
in the different countries of" Jambudvipa," 
and also names the following· places and 
dynasties in connection with a discussion 
of their fitness as the birthplace of the 
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Buddha, riz., {I) the Vaidelta dynasty of 
Jfugadlla; {2) the Kosala dynasty; (3) 
the Vaf1.~aroja dynasty, of which the 
Tibetan name is Vadsa, with its capital 
Kausambi; ( 4) the city state of VaiJal"i; 
( 5) the Pradyotana dynasty which ruled 
in uj}ayini; in the Chinese version it is 
called :Maranti, apparently a corruption 
of Axanti; (6) the city of Jfatlwrii, 
where ruled the race of King Kansa; 
(7) the city of Ha.stiniipura of the Pa.I}ga
ras; (8) the city of Jfithilii; (9) the 
country of the Sakyas with its capital 
Kapilarastu, which was finally chosen as 
the fit birthplace for the Buddha. "He 
sun·eyed all the K~atriya royal dynasties 
in the continent named Jambu and found 
all of them tainted except the Sal.-ya race, 
which was deroid of all defect" 

.Again, in the tenth chapter of the 
same work where the Bodhisatt\a names 
the 6! kinds of writing there is a reference 
to the following places and tribes: (1) 

.Ai1ga, ( 2) Y anga, ( 3) ~Iagadba, ( 4) the 
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country of Sakari, (5) Brahmavalli, (5) 
Dravida, (7) Dak~i~a, (8) Ugra, (9) Da
rada, (10) Khasaya, (11) China, (12) the 
country of Huna. 

All the above references, Sanskrit as 
well as Pali, show that the geographical 
horizon of the Indians between the Vedic 
and early Buddhist pe~iods did not 
embrace Southern India and Ceylon, the 
knowledge and colonisation of which 
belonged to a later period. 

XIV 

Southern India first floats into the 
Indian geographical horizon at least as 
early as the fourth century B.c. If the 
whole of India was unknown to Pa;;-!ni, 

, it -;;g~;ve-n:iffi~~ to his ~~t~n~~~t~tor 
·-K:"i'ty~yan~~~;ho;-~both p~p~I~;·t~~dition 
-'and'm~d~;~·· scholarship assign to the time 
of the N andas who preceded the 1\Iauryas. 
Katyayana's reference to the derivatives 
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PaJ?9yas, Cholas and Mahi~mat, supple
ments in reality both the grammar and 
geography of PaJ?ini. 

There is also Greek eridence to show 
that the Indians had a yery accurate 
knowledge of the form and extent of 
India in the time of Alexander's inYasion. 
According to Strabo [ Geograplda, ii. 1, 6], 
Alexander " caused the whole country 
to be described by men well acquainted 
with it." This account was afterwards 
lent to l)atrokles, the satrap under Seleu
kus Nikator and Antiochus Soter, and 
was accepted as true by Eratosthenes 
and Strabo who on the basis of that 
account ha,·e giren certain distances and 
dimensions about India which approxi
m:.J.te to their modern measurements. 

'Y e also know from history how wide 
and deep was the geographical know
ledge of the whole of India under the 
:\Iaurya Emperor. Thus the Artlwsastra 
of Kautilya, which is generally attributed 
to Chanakya, the minister of Chandra-
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gupta, shows a good knowledge of the 
economic products of the various parts 
of India including the south. The trade
routes of India are divided broadly into 
two classes: 1 (1) the Northern, i.e., those 
leading to the Himalayas and called 
Haimavatah ; (2) the Southern called 
Dak~i:q.apathah. Of these the former 
are noted for their access to such com
modities as elephants, horses, perfumes, 
skins, silver and gold, while the latter 
convey such valuable things as conch
shells, diamond, precious stones, pearls 
and gold, of which the Tamil land is the 
famous and fertile source. Commercially 
the latter are therefore held to be more 
import.ant than the former. Southern 
India is also recognised to be abounding 
in mines. Some of the rivers of Southern 

1 "~r ~f"'llf11[Tq'lfl~"! ~~~""rf~. 

~~-~·rtcri'f\T ~r: 1 

~fw 'ifi'l~:-'Cfiiil~a'f'if'l""("Q\WCfafr: l(f'Cfqfijfll!"

~~~rr(f\T: ~"'ilfl{T1f~ I 
IJ " <1\ 

~-:qrnsf'tf crnf.r: ... " Bk. VII. ch.12. 
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India and of Ceylon are mentioned as 
sources of pearls, e.g., Tamrapari].ika, Kula, 
Chur~a ; and also some mountains, e.g., 
Pandyavataka, Mahendra. In the extreme 
north, some Himalayan villages are 
mentioned as the source of skins, e.g., 
Vis!, l\Iahavisi, Aroha, · Bahlava and also 
Nepal as sources of blankets. Kambhoja 
(Afghanistan, the Kaofu of Hiuen Tsang), 
Sindhu (Sindh) and lratta (Panjab, 
lit. land of the kingless) are also men
tioned as sources of the supply of horses . 
..Among eastern countries are mentioned 
Vanga, Pau~~ra, Suvar~a-Kudyaka (pro
bably Kamariipa, as suggested by the 
commentator), 1\Iagadha, Kasi and Ka
linga, which were noted even in those 
early days for their cotton and silk fabrics. 
Anga, Karii~a, Prachya and Kalinga are 
also mentioned as sources of the supply 
of elephants. l\Iadura in the south, 
Aparanta on the west, l\Iahi~a in the 
nercan are also mentioned for their 
cotton fabrics. Sura~tra is also mentioned 
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for its supply of elephants and Sauvira 
for horses. Lastly, some countries out
side India are also mentioned with which 
she had trade across the seas (Parasamu
draka), e.g., Svar~abhumi noted for its 
perfumes, China for its silks (Chinapattah) 
and Arabia (Vanayu) for its horses.1 

The Edicts of Asoka also supply con
vincing evidence that the whole of India 
was known in his days. The southern 
independent kingdoms, such as the Chola, 
Pandya, Satiyaputra and Keralaputra, are 
mentioned, together with the Andhras 
and Pulindas. There are also mentioned 
the border nations on the north-west, 
west and the Deccan such as the Y onas, 
Kambojas, Gandharas, Rashtrikas, Pite
nikas (probably connected with Paithan), 
Nabhatas. The conversion of Ceylon 
by 1\lahendra may also be taken to be 
a historical fact, supported as it is by 
both northern and southern tradition. 

l 

Thus by the time of the l\Iaurya 
1 See .Arthasiiatra, pp. 50, 75-81. l\!ysore Ed. 
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Empire the knowledge of all parts of 
India was a common possession, a content 
of the popular geographical consciousness. 
And we accordingly find the contemporary 
and subsequent literature replete with 
geographical details. 

XV 

Patafijali (150 n.c.) shows considerable 
advance upon Katyayana and has intimate 
knowledge of the south. Besides men
tioning Mahi~mati [1\lahabha~ya on Pan. 
III. 1, 26], Vaidarbha [IV. I, 4], Kanchi
pura [IV. 2, 2] and Kerala or Malabar 
[IV.1, 175] he notices some lingual usages 
in the south [I. I, 19].1 

It is difficult to ascertain the precise 
chronological value of the great epics 
Ramayarta and Mahabharata as we have 
them now. Popular Hindu belief assigns 

1 ~r~ 'if il'Tcii ~"{Till!:~~ lllf"if: ~f~oor, 
li'lfrfiif ~n:tf~ 'ij'~ \~~~ 
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to the .Ramaya~a 1 an earlier date and is 
supported by the fact that it shows a 
much less knowledge of Southern India 
than the 1\iahabharata. Among the 
places lying to the south are mentioned 
Utkala, Kalinga, Dasarna [Bhilsa ], A vanti 
and Vidarbha, which . do not carry us 
very far beyond the line of the Vindhyas. 
Between these and the southernmost 
countries of the Cholas, Pandyas and 
Keralas the Ramaya~a mentions no other 
place but Dal}~akaraJ)ya. This state of 
geographical knowledge carries us back 
to the days of later Vedic literature before 
the 7th century n.c. Sugriva's descrip
tions, however, of places and peoples in the 
Ki~kindha Kal).qa [Sargas 40-43] exhibit 
broadly the conception of India as a whole 
which is distinguished from parts forming 
what may be termed Greater India, as also 
from surrounding countries and nations. 

1 The Arthasiistra refers to the story of the Riimiiya~a 
and Mahiibhitrata thus : " ilf'il"T1t \~: "QX~T\Ff
!ni~f!.' ~lf'it \T'i!Tf~lt "if I " [Mysore ed., p.ll.] 
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That a 1\iahabharata existed before 
•••""•••-••"""'''' • ~, .... •• '• ·-- v>• ·-••-• ~·"-•'' 

~a~ini is.pr()yed by ~is allusion.s t~.Y~~y
·ae-va:;· .. A9~na and ... Y ~~l$thira. The 
geographical horizon of the Epic as we 
have it now is indicated in the passage, 
among others, where Sahadeva is repre
sented to have subdued the Pa~~yas, 

Dravidas, U dras, Keralas and Andhras 
[Sabhap. ch. 31 ]. It is also indi
cated in the passage [Bhi~map. ch. 9], 
which enumerates the seven principal 
mountains of India and also by the ~t 
of some 200 rivers given in the tenth 
ci1~pt.er-·ofBh~~~P·;rva, where are men
tioned the southerly rivers, .1\Iahanadi, 
Godavari, Kri~l).ii and Kaveri, Narmada, 
Kri~I).aveni, Vena, Tunga-Vena. The 
Bhi~maparva, chapter IX., mentions 157 
peoples belonging to Northern India and 
50 peoples belonging to the south of the 
Narmada. The Vanaparva, as has been 
already stated, affords interesting geogra
phical data in the lists of holy places it 
gives. The holy places in the south 
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mentioned are the Godavari, Vena, 
Payo~t:li, the Agastya-tirtha and the 
Var~a-tirtha, the Tamrapar~I and 
Gokar~a-tirtha, the Kaveri and the 
Kanya-tirtha (probably Kanya Kumari, 
Cape Comorin). The itinerary of the 
Pa~9avas is also similarly interesting. 
It refers to such places as the Vaitara~I 
in Kalillga, the 1\Iahendra mountain 
where lived Parasurama, and the Pa~qya 
country whence they reached Surparaka. 

Besides this intimate knowledge of 
the parts, the 1\Iahabharata presents a 
conception of the whole of India as a 
geographical unit in the famous passage 
in the Bhi~maparva where the shape 
of India is described as an equilateral 
triangle, divided into four smaller equal 
triangles, the apex of which is Cape 
Comorin and the base formed by the 
line of the Himalaya mountains. As 
remarked by Cunningham [Ancient Geo-

·graphy of India, p. 5], "the shape corre
sponds very well with the general form 
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of the country, if we extend the limits 
of India to Ghazni on the north-west 
and fix the other two points of the 
triangle at Cape ~morin and S.:.diya in 
Assam." 

XVI 

The geographical knowledge of the 
Mahabharata is followed up by all the 
PuraJ}as, which are well-known for their 
detailed information regarding the places 
and peoples of India. They also present 
the conception of India as a geographical 
unit in their description of the country as 
made up of nine divisions, viz., lndra, 
Kaserumat, Tamraparl).a, Gabhastimat, 
Kumarika, Naga, Saumya, Varuna, 
Gandharva, which agree with those of 
the famous astronomer Bhaskaracharya 
[Siddhantasiroma~i, ch. III., 41 ]. 

Varahamihira [V rihat - Sanhita, ch. 
XIV.], however, gives a different list of 
the Nine Divisions which deserves a 
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more than passing notice for the wealth 
of topographical details it presents. It 
may be given as follows :-

I. Central Division: Tribes-Kurus, 
Pafichalas, Par,u~us, Siirasenas, V atsas, 
etc. Towns-Mathura, Saketa. Rivers 
-Yam una and Sarasvati. 

II. Eastern Division: Tribes-Ambas
thas, Kausalakas, Paul)~ras, Pragjyoti~as, 
Tamraliptikas and Utkalas. Countries
Kosala, Mithila, Kasi, Magadha, Pul}~ra, 
Tamalipti, Samatata, U dra, etc. 

HI. South- eastern Division : Tribes 
Chedikas, Dasarl)as, Ni~adas, etc. 

Countries- A:riga (Chedi), Upava:riga, 
V anga, Kalillga, Andhra, Vidarbha, etc. 
Mountains-the Vindyas. 

IV. South Division: Tribes-Abhiras. 
Avantakas, Cheryas, Kairalakas, etc., 
mariners (<rrf\"ii\), etc. • Countries-
A vanti's beryl-mines (V aidurya ), Bharu- &n..~ 
kachchha, Chitrakiita, places for obtaining 
conch- shells, Kaiicill, I. .. anka, southern 
ocean, places for obtaining pearls, Sinhala, 
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Talikata, Vellura, Chera, Chola, Kachchha, 
Karl).ata, Kerala, Korikana, etc. Forests 
-Dan4akavana. :1\lountains-Dardura, 
Kusuma, Mahendra, Malaya, Malindya, 
Ri~yamiika, Siirpa, etc. Rivers-Kaveri, 
Kri~J}a, Tamrapar~ and Venit 

V. South -west Division : Tribes -
Abhiras, Ar.:vas, Barbaras, Kiratas, 
l\Iakaras, Pahlavas, Sindhus, Sauviras, 
Sudras, Yavanas, etc. · Countries-1\Ia
har~ava, lnarta, Dravi4a, Kambhoja, 
Parasava, Surastra, etc. 

VI. \Vestern Division: Tribes-Apa
rantakas, Haihayas, Mlechchhas, Sakas, 
V aisyas, etc. 

VII. North -west Division : includes 
Harahauras, Stri-rajya, and the river 
Ve!]-umati. 

VIII. Northern Division: Tribes-
Hu~as, Kaikayas, Udi~hyas, etc. Towns Cl,..-w.·).;.JL .. 
- Pu~~~avati, Ta~asila. Countries- p..~.Jr,;~J: 
Gandhara, Uttarakuru. Mountains ' 
Dhanu~mat, Himavat, Kailasa, etc. 
Rirer-Yam una. 

F 
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IX. North- east Division : includes 
Kasmira. 

XVII 

'V e may conclude the above account 
of the development of Indian geogra- · 
phical knowledge by a reference to the 
geography of Kalidasa. In the conquests 
of Raghu are mentioned (in the east), 
the Suhmas, the V ailgas, the river Ka
pisa, the Utkalas, the Kaliilgas with the 
mountain Mahendra ; in the south, the 
river Kaveri and, beyond it, the Pa~<;lyas 

with their pearls produced at the mouth 
of the TamraparJ?.i, the mountains l\Ialaya 
and Dardura, and, crossing them, the 
Keralas; on the west, crossing the 1\Iu
rala river, Aparanta between the Sahya 
range and the sea, the Parasikas : in the 
north, the Yavanas, the H~as, the Kam-

. bojas, the Kiratas and other hilly tribes 
near the Kailasa mountain ; Pragjyoti~a 
in the extreme east. In the l\Ieghadiita 
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the places mentioned on the route of the 
cloud messenger from Ramagiri to Alaka 
are the following: Satpura hills, 1\Ialava, 
the Reva (Narmada), Vindhya range, 
DasarJ?.a, capital Vidisa, Ujjayini on the 
Sipra, river Gandhavati, Gambhira, De
vagiri, Charmal).Vati:, Dasapura, Kuru
k~etra, the Sarasvati, the Kankhala hill 
near the Ganges, the source of the 
Ganges, 1\Iount Kailasa, l\Ianasa lake 
and Alaka. 

XVIII 

\\r e have now seen how the Indians 
in ancient times before the era of steam 
and mechanical locomotion possessed a 
thorough knowledge of the different parts, 
tribes and races of India welded together 
into a whole which was so essential to 
their realisation of the idea of the geo
graphical unity of their vast country. 
" ... e have also seen that it was not a 
mere intellectual conception or an abstract 

F 2 
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idea but a vivid realisation through the 
heart; not the happy hit of a momentary 
inspiration but the settled habit of national 
thought induced by religious texts and 
daily prayers. 

But along with the influence of religion 
as explained above, there was also the 
influence of politics in producing this 
popular consciousness of Indian geo
graphical unity. History records the 
names of many Indian rulers who 
succeeded in realising their ambition of 
establishing a suzerainty over the whole 
of India which was accordingly thought 
of and used as a unit, as the common 
field of national activity. Such a ruler in 
older days was Har~avardhana, who 
reigned from 606 to 648 A.D. over an 
empire that embraced the whole of the 
basin of the Ganges (including Nepal) from 
the Himalayas to the Narmada, besides 
1\Ialwa, Gujrat and Sura~tra, and won 
for itself recognition as a paramount 
power in the land. Such a ruler, too, 
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in yet older days was Samudra Gupta in 
the fourth century, A.D., who carried his 
victorious arms from the Ganges to the 
border of the Tamil country and thus 
achieved the political unification of a 
large part of India with an alliance 
extending from the Oxus to Ceylon. 
Such a ruler again in the past before the 
Christian era was Asoka the Great, one 
of the most illustrious in the illustrious 
roll of Indian Emperors, whose empire 
extended over the entire territory stretch
ing from Afghanistan to l\1 ysore, being 
" far more extensive than British India of 
to-day, including Burma " (V. A. Smith's 
Asvka, p. 81), and became a self-conscious 
political power with active international 
relations. And such a ruler was also 
Chandragupta, wrongly supposed to be 
the first historical paramount Sovereign 
of India, under whom also India realised 
herself as a political unit as she was 
already by nature a geographical unit. 
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XIX 

It is a mistake to suppose that Chan
dragupta was the first to introduce to 
Indian politics this conception of a 
single power dominating the whole 
country, for the idea was certainly 
much older than Chandragupta and was 
handed down from remote antiquity. 
The conception of a Chakravarti Raja 
or suzerain receiving the tribute and 
allegiance of subordinate kings has been 
one of the most familiar political notions 
of the ancient Hindus. Vedic literature 
furnishes a crop of terms for a paramount 
sovereign. These are :-

(1) Adldrr~·a, which occurs fairly often 
throughout the early literature to denote 
overlord among kings or princes. Thus 
it is found in the ~lig- Veda, X. 128, 9; 

At!wrvaveda, VI. 98, 1 and IX. 10, 24 ; 
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Taittiriya SaMita, II. 4, 14, 2 ; .J.Vaitrii
yani Sardtita, IV. 12, 3 ; Kat~wka Sanhita, 
VIII. 17 ; Taittiriya Briilmwryz, III. 1, 
2, 9 (adlliriijan); Satapatlw Briilnna~w, V, 
4, 2, 2 ; Nirukta, VIII. 2. 

(2) Rajadhiraja, King of Kings, which 
is found in the later Taittiriya Aranyaka, 
I. 31, 6. 

(3) Samriij, which· is used to mean 
superior ruler, sovereign, expressing a 

greater degree of power than king. It 
occurs in the If,ig- Veda, III. 55, 7; 56, 5; 

IV. 21, 1 ; VI. 27, 8; VIII. 19, 32; also 
in the Vajasaney"i Sa{~hita, V. 32; XIII. 
3.5 ; XX, 5, etc. ; also in the Satapatl1a 
Briihma7Ja, V. 1, 1, 13 [ cf. XII. 8, 3, 4 ; 
XIV.1, 3, 8], where the Samraj is asserted 
to have a higher authority and rank than 
a king, and to have become one by the 
sacrifice of the VaJapeya. The epithet 
is also applied to Janaka of Videha in 
.Satapatha Briiltan21.~a, XI. 3, 2, I. 6 ; 2, 

2, 3; and in Brihadriranyaka Upanisad, 
IV. 1, 1 ; 3, 1. It is applied in the 
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Aitareya Briihma'f!a, VIII. 14, 2, 3, as the 
title of the Eastern kings, the kings 
of the Prachyas (suggestive of 1\Iaga
dhan imperialism). The title for the 
Southerners, the kings of the people 
called Sattvats, is Bhoja; that for the 
Western kings, the kings of the peoples 
called Nicltyas and Apachyas, is &•arlit; 
that for the kings of the North, beyond 
the Himalayas, viz., the countries Uttara 
Kuru and Uttara-:l\Iadra, is Viriif; and 
that for the kings of the middle country, 
viz., of the Kuru· Pafichalas and U sinaras, 
is simply Raja.1 

1 "13111'~ ~if~~ f~ft( ~ i "if lH~Tifi 
'@flif: OJT"tlT~T~CI' if sf~iif I 
ifW~ ~lf~ fi(fit ~ cfi" "if ~'(q'1f'f \T5fl'iif 
~crrrcrff~1 
rr~if~ n~ f~it ~ ~ 'f ~ '\T'5frirT 
lis~ ~~cr 7r '!iifli~ I 
ffl'Rl~'if~llimT f~fit ~ -ijl- 'f '11'~11[ f~ilqoff 

qrif'I!'~T ~ii'~ ~ii'\ll~ ~frr i\r::;.rr~"if ~ sflf
~;;ijl 

~ "l.fCCTllT lfl:lHllllT miflfT~t ~fi!: li ~ "l'f 
" 
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(4) Ekariija: meaning ''sole ruler," 
" monarch." It is used metaphorically 
in the !fig- Veda/ VIII. 87, 8, but in the 
literal sense in the Aitareya Brahma7J.a,2 

VIII. 15, as well as in the Atltarvaveda,8 

III. 1, 4, 1. 

According to Sukraniti [1. 188-187, ed. 
Oppert], the generic term Nripati ('l'lff«f) 
embraces the following classes of kings 
arranged in an ascending scale of income 
and power, viz., Samanta (vTli"ii), 1\liiJ].· 

~r~ort \mr-r: v7fw:ll:(<tfT\m ~cr ifsfll
r~ ui~fTfllf'll'wfTr";ft1f~ a " 

1 "~itiU~ ~ \mfir ~ ~ f~-
~'fffll: 1

11 
" 

2 
", , , 'rl'~ V~li 'q'v.r.ml/T l:ifi"\T~f«f I " 

8 "~T ((rm.: \Tl~ ~,- 'if~~Tf~JT( "S1R',' f'ifltllffir~
~ fcn::r~," which is thus paraphrased by Sayana: 

i \rs'ffl'... tift \fi Jt~fll\mriii ~1"-i \T~ ~mn 
"ifil~ ~~VT ~'if VT( ~f~fT( ~f~«f: '!i~ \lCI I 

~fT1il"t ~ ~ fcnct ~ liirvt -crf«f: ~<i: 
v~ l:<ti\~ ffT:'"tiiT ~~) ~ 'J_((T t;i fcn::m 
f'flt~111" it1~ I 
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dalika (1IT'l"lf~), Raja (~), l\Iaharaja 
(~\~), Samrat (~J, Virat (fnnj, and 
Sarvabhauma (~). 

XX 

Along with these terms for the suzerain 
there were also corresponding terms to 
indicate paramount power, sovereignty or 
overlordship. Thus the term RaJya is 
the general word denoting " sovereign 
power." It occurs in Atharvaveda, III. 
4, 2 ; IV. 8, 1 ; XI. 6, 15 ; XII. 3, 31 ; 
XVIII. 4, 31. It also occurs in Taitti1·iya 
Sahltita, II. 1, 3, 4 ; 6, 6, 5 ; VII. 5, 8, 3, 

etc. ; in Aitareya Brahma~a, VII. 23, etc., 
and Jaiminfya Upani§ad Brahma~a, I. 4, 

5. In some places the word SviiraJya, 1 

1 Might it not refer to republics or free states such, for 
instance, as those of the Licchavis, the Sakyas, the Mallas 
of Kusinara. which were themselves also called by the 
name of Rajya. (\T5'il) with their Presidents called Riija 

(u_,n) ? rhus according to the Artha8tistra [xi. i, 160-
161] the title Rtijil applies to the heads of the common-
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"uncontrolled dominion," is opposed to 
Rajya : e.g., Katlwka Sahldtii, XIV. 5 ; 
Jfaitrayat~i Safdtita, I. 11, 5 (cf. Taittiriya 
Brahma'l)a, I. 8, 2, 2). The Aitareya 
Brahmarya [VIII. 12, 4, 5, etc.] gives a 
whole series of terms to indicate various 
shades and degrees of sovereignty, viz.:
Rajya, Sanwajya, Bhaujya, Svarajya, Vai
?'ajya, Paramasthya, Jfaltarajya, Adhi
patya, Scilvaiya. The term Ad!tipatya 
also occurs in Panchavinsa Brahmaf}a, 
XV. 8, 85, and in Chhandogya Upani~ad, 
v. 2, 6.1 

wealths of Lichchhivika, Vrijika, Mallaka, Madraka, 
Kukura, Kuru, Paii.chala, etc. ("f\tff~fcr'Cii'lf\i~Cli-llft-
llli1ili-"fii\ -l'"-·qnar~r~lft \T"51'11:~~'1h'f: 1 ") 

What lends colour to the supposition is the reference 
in the Aitareya Briihmana to the kings of the Western 
peoples who were called. Svariit as distinguished from 
the Eastern kings known as the Samriits. For the free 
states arid clans of ancient India, see Rhys David's 
Buddhist India, p.174. 

1 Among other terms preserved in Sanskrit literature 
to indicate paramount sovereignty are :-Siirvabhauma 
(llr~lfm), R(ijartija ("~r~rusr), Visvariit (fq".i;\T~), 
Clwkravartti ("'if'!R'lfr), etc. 
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XXI 

Next there were the well-known cere
monies 1 in connection with the corona
tions of emperors. These were generally 
the Vajapeya and the Rajasilya, the 
accounts of which as preserved in Vedic 
literature demonstrate how firmly the con· 
ception of an Ekarat (one-sovereign) India 
seized the popular mind. According to 
the Satapatha Brahmar;a [V. I, 1, 13] and 
also Katyiigana Srauta Sutra [XV. I, 1, 
. 2], the Vajapeya is the superior sacrifice 
because it bestows on the sacrificer para
mount sovereignty (Samrajya), while the 
Rajasilya merely confers royal dignity 
(Rajya ). . In the words of the above-

1 An interesting and informing article on " Rituals 
at Hindu Coronation: its Constitutional Aspects," by 
Mr. Kashiprasad Jayaswal, B.A. (Oxon), Bar.·at·Law, 
appeared in the Modern Review for January, 1912. 
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mentioned verse of the Satapatha Brah
mana, "by offering the Rajasuya he 
be~omes-ldl;i,·-~~d by. th~-'-\~ij;p~y;_(he 

~-~~~c;n;~~T-~ll1Pe!o~_ (Samraj); and the 
office of king is the lower and that of 
emperor the higher ; a king might indeed 
wish to become emperor, for the office of 
king is the lower and that of emperor the 
higher ; but the emperors would not wish 
to become kings, for the office of king is 
the lower and that of emperor the higher." 1 

According, howe\·er, to other authorities, 
the Vajapeya is the preliminary ceremony 
performed by a king who is elected 
paramount sovereign by a number of 
petty rajas, this sacrifice being followed 
in due course by the installation and 
consecration ceremony, the Rajasuya. 
Thus, as laid down in lsz:alayana Srauta 
Sutra [IX. 9, 19], "after performing the 

1 "U5l1 ~ \nf~~ '{T ll'lffif I '@~ ~f!TCI"{ 
r,-~ 11'~ '@11mij ~1'1" ~ uarr ~lifer~ 
r,-~~~"'" 
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Vajapeya a king may perform the Raja
suya." \Vith this rule would seem to 
accord the relative values assigned to the 
two ceremonies in the Taittiriya Sanhita 
[V. 6, 2, 1 J and the Taittiriya Brahmalfa 
[II. 7, 6, 1], according to which the 
Vajapeya is a Samratsava or consecration 
to the dignity of a paramount sovereign, 
while the Rajasuya is called a " V aruna
sava," i.e., according to Saya!la, a conse
cration to the universal sway wielded by 
V aruna ( cf. Sankhyayana Srauta Sidra, 
XV. 13, 4 : "for it is Varuna whom they 
consecrate "). In much the same sense 
also we have doubtless to understand the 
rule in which Latyayana defines the 
object of the Vajapeya [VIII. 11, 1 ], viz., 
" \Vhomsoever the Brahmans and kings 
(or nobles) may place at their head, let 
him perform the Vajapeya." 1 Among the 
rites peculiar to the Vajapeya, the most 

1 "ti liT~ \T~ITif~ 'S\~cff\i[ lJ ~lf~"if 
~~"if I" 
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interesting is the chariot race, in which 
the sacrificer is allowed to carry off the 
palm, and from which the sacrifice derives 
its name. .After the chariot race the 
next interesting item is the mounting 
of the sacrificial post by the sacrificer 
(the king-elect) and his wife, from which 
homage is made to the mother Earth, 
followed by the seating on the throne, 
the symbol of sovereignty, "for he gains 
a seat above others" [ Satapatl1a Brah
ma~UI, V. 2, I, 24]. The asce~~ _t!J_the 

_!!~_r~ne as a _symbol ~of kingship_ is _also 
mentioned in __ the ~4-thm:mt·~~~ [III. I, 
4,-2], where the throne is most felicitously 
described as the highest point in the body 
politic("rastrasya kakudi srayasva "). The 
sacrificer is then duly proclaimed King 1 : 

".All ruler is he, N. N.! .All ruler 
is he, N. N.!" [Satapatha Brahmarya, V. 
2, 2, I5]. .And also in the following 

1 ".,tllii+.ltfiiill 43EIIif.ltHIIfcrflr ~rn"ifi'( 

~I" 
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words 1 
: " Thine is this state, thou art 

the ruler, the ruling lord-thou art 
firm and steadfast-to thee the state 
is given for agriculture, for well-being, 
for wealth, for prosperity, i.e., for the 
welfare of the people, the common weal " 
[ibid. V. 2, I, 25]. 

XXII 

The Rajasuya, or inauguration of a 
king, was a more complex ceremony, 
which consisted of a long succession of 
sacrificial performances spread over a 

_p.eiio<Cof lijnvar4s~.~f two ·yei";s:-~it is 
··~referred. 'fo · ID: the Atharva~edd [IV. 8, 1 ; 

XI. 7, 7] and later literature such as 
Taittiriya Sanhita [V. 6, 2, 1 ], Aitareya 

1 " '{1i ll' ~fer ·~:r~rfi•n~ ~~·rlmH
~ ~omf"ij' ll1fil' urr ~'l'f!T\~~ifiiln{ li1{il" 'fiT"ij't 
nmrt 'Cii\ifrr ~sftr ~ urr ~~~if~ 
~~ ~fer ri m i1iN m ~ m 
~ll ~ftr ~ ~~ll'i(T~ I" 
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Brahmar;a [V. I, I, 12], etc. The rite is 
described at great length in the Sutras, 
but its main features are clearly outlined 
in the Brahmanas, especially in the Sata
patf,a, and also in l.Jaitriiyar;i Sahhitii 
[IV. 3, I, etc.], Taittiriya Sanldtii [1. 8, 
1, I, etc.], while the verses used in the 
ceremony are preserved in the Sanhitas 
of the Y ajurveda, e.g., Taittiriya SaM ita 
[1. 8], Katlzaka Sanhita [XV.], J.fait1·ayar:r 
Saitldtii [II. 6], and Vajasaney"i Sahltitii [X.]. 

One of the most interesting features of 
the Rajasiiya is the ceremony of the 
Ratnahavin~i or jewel offerings. The 
recipients of these offerings, the ratninalt, 
were all the essential officers of the state 
representing its principal departments : 
they are, metaphorically, the "jewels " in 
the crown of sovereignty. They are 
mentioned in the Satapatha Brahmar:a 
[V. 3, 1, 3, etc.] in the following order: 
(1) Commander-in-chief (senani); (2) the 
king's court chaplain (~lf,-,r) ; (3) the 
queen ('11f'{l(t); (4) the court-minstrel and 

G 
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chronicler ( \\") ; ( 5) the head of the 
village community (ll"flill!.,); (6) the cham
berlain(~}; (7) the head of the treasury 
(m"tcl), which is explained by Sayana as 
"'fif~i~ ili~; (8) the collector of 
taxes and revenue (llT~); (9) the super
intendent of dicing (".i~'TT); (10) the 
superintendent of games and forests 
(m-f•ntrrhr), who, according to Sayana, was 
the constant companion of the king in 
the chase; and (11) the courier ('lfl~~itf), 
There is another list given in the 
Taittiriya Sahhitii [I. 8, 9, I, etc.] and 
Briihma~a [1. 7, 3, I, etc.] which o·nits 
Go-nikartana and the courier and incl1des 
Rajanya. Likewise the ltfaitrayanr Sait
hitii [II. 6, 5 ; IV. 3, 8] mentions Rajan, 
Vaisyagramani and Tak~a-ratha-karau,t 

1 The Ratha-kii.ra., chariot-maker, is mentioned in the 
.Mharvaveda [ill. 5, 6] as one of those who are to be 
subjects to the king, and seems to be regarded generally 
as a representative of the industrial population. He is 
also referred to in the Yajurveda Saxlhitas [e.g., Kii· 
thak, xvi.i.. 13; Maitriiyani, ii. 9, 5; Viijasaneyi, xvi. 17 i 
xxx. 6] and in the Brahmanas [e.g., Taittiriya, i, 1, 4, 8; 
ill. 4, 2, 1 ; Satapatha, xili. 4, 2, 17] ·, and in all these 
passages he seems to be of a formed caste. 
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i.e., the carpenter and chariot-maker 
(probably the representatives of industry). 
The Katlwka Sailldta [XVI. 4] also gives 
the same list, but substitutes Go-vyacha 
and omits Tak~a-ratha-karau. 

These lists were a development ·out of 
the simpler list given in the Atharva
veda [III. 5, 7] of the Raja-kart~s or 
Raja-krits who, not themselves kings, 
aided in the consecration of the king. 
These were the Suta, charioteer, the 
gramatfi, the village chief, and the people.1 

The word Raja-karta in the Aitareya 
Bralmw~,a [VIII. 17, 5] is explained by 
the commentator to mean the king's 
father, brother, etc. It is, however, 
apparent from these lists of persons 
aiding in the royal coronation that both 
official and non-official or popular elements 
were represented in the function. The 
relation of jewels to the sovereign's 

1 Cf. Atharvavedq, [iii. 1, 4, 2] :-

iift f<nil' i1fiff \T~ = " the people elect you to 
rulership." In Taittiriya Sanhitii [ii. 3, 1, 3] the Vi~ 
clearly means the people. 

G 2 
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crown must also be implied to be the 
relation subsisting between the king on · 
the one hand and the state functionaries 
and other popular representatives on the 
other. Each is necessary for the other. 

The next interesting feature in the 
Rajasuya was the Abhi~echaniyam, the 
consecration ceremony. It begins with 
the' offerings to the Divine Quickeners, 
viz., Savita Satyaprasava for righteous 
energy, Agni Grfuapati for householders' 
prosperity, Soma Vanaspati for growth 
of trees (flora or agricultu~e), B~ihaspati 
Vak for power of speech, Indra for lord~ 

ship, governing capacity, Rudra for cattle, 
l\Iitra for truth, and Varuna Dharmapati 
for protection of the law, since " that 
truly is the supreme state when one is 
lord of the law." Then follow the 
preparation of the consecration water, 
made up of no less than seventeen kinds 
(including the waters of dew, pond and 
sea) ; the sprinkling by a Brahman, a 
kinsman of the king-elect, a K~atriya 
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nobleman (rajanya) and a Vaisya; the 
investing of the king with the conse~ 

cration garments and with bow and 
arrows, three in number, as emblem of 
sovereignty, so as " to make all the 
quarters safe from arrows for him" ; the 
announcements of the kingship to all 
classes of people, the Brahmans and 
K~atriyas, priesthood and nobility, and 
even animate and inanimate nature ; the 
ascending of the quarters, East, South, 
'Vest, North and upper region, so that 
" he is high above everything here and 
everything here is below him " ; the 
anointing with the following significant 
formula 1 : " Quicken him, 0 Gods, to be 
unrivalled for great chiefdom, for great 
lordship, for the government of the 
people whose king he is-this man, 0 ye 

1 ~'II~ \Pftnni11i ~·n ~ u q llifti iil ii~ 
m ~~ m ~~fw 'if"p.if fcn:lf~cnfl{! 

~~ ~"if~nr~w '5fi!"T'ili ~'"ifi(ft-r· 
~~fil"nr 'ftllirt~hr~ ~ ~~fw 1 

[Satapatha, v. 4, 2, 3.) 
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(Bharatah in the Taittiriya Saiddta), is 
your king ... I " 

XXIII 

Besides the Vajapeya and the Rajasiiya, 
we find two other forms of the inaugu
ration of great kings described in the 
Aitareya Brahmary,a. They are called 
Punaravi~ekha and Aindra-mahabhi~ekha. 
The object of these special consecrations 
is thus described:-The priest who wishes 
that his K~atriya king-elect should 
achieve all kinds of conquest, should 
know (by governing) all peoples, should 
attain to a position of leadership, pre
cedence and superiority among kings, 
should secure sovereignty, a dominion 
of righteousness, absolute independence, 
highest distinction as a ruler, fulfilment 
of highest desires, the widest empire and 
highest authority, that he might be a 
universal overlord, with his powers 
reaching everywhere up to the limits 
of the sea, the sole master of his vast 
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dominion-such a priest should inaugu
rate the Kshatriya with Indra's great 
inauguration ceremony, demanding from 
him a promise on oath that he will lose 
everything, even the accumulated fruits 
of his good deeds, all he has, even his 
life, if he attempts violation of right and 
truth.1 

XXIV 

The elaboration of the rituals connected 
with these imperial inaugurations,2 which 

1 "i.i~ 'll~lft \nrt ~frr"'ri ~\linT ~· 'lll1TI~ 
~ m\T;ij i\T"&ii ~t\ii~ \r5!i l!N"f\r'Sij ·~nfl:T
~il~ lJll'iff~rm~t '1T<i<{iji'f!: '1T~T'~lf ~T'iffT~T
'11\Tlrtr vf~~ '1lll"mnn l(Cfi\Tf~frr ~~, 

' .J • 

' Along with the ceremonies of the Vajapeya, Raja
siiya, and Asvamedha should also be noticed the institu. 
tion of Digvijaya, which was inseparable from the 
conception of a pammount sovereign in the popular 
Hindu mind. Sanskrit literature, epic, pauranic or 
classicoJ, is full of references to this institution, and the 
more prominent examples of Digvijaya are those of 
Sutrughna, Arjuna (see Jaimini Bharata), Raghu (see 
Raghuvarisa), Pusbparuitra (see Malavikagnimitra), 
Samudra Gupta, Harsavardhana, Gautamiputra Sata. 
karl)i, Pulakesi II., Lalitiiditya of Kashmir (see Raja· 
Tararigini), etc. 
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it is unnecessary to follow in greater 
detail for our present purpose, indicates 
without doubt the nature of the political 
environment in which it was developed, 
the height of the ideal which kingship 
in India had realised in practice. The 
geography of India has indeed partially 
influenced her history : her vast expanse 
had practically no limits in the eyes of 
the early settlers and colonise~s ; she was 
a world unto herself. An infinite stretch 
of territory produced a psychology, a 
philosophy that was easily dominated by 
a sense of the infinite and eternal.1 The 
Hindu ~j~i would recognise no limits to 
the development of his finite self. The 
Hindu king would also set no bounds to 
his political ambition. It was nothing 
short of universal sovereignty, which was 
reduced by the actualities of the objective 
environment into the sovereignty of the 
whole of India " up to the limits of 

1 For a similar sentiment, cf. Sister Nived.itii.'s The 
Web of Indian Life, p. 143. 
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the ocean." The highest class in the 
hierarchy of Hindu kings was made 
up of those who were Asamudrak~itisa 
(" 'iT~1!~fTJ1fl~ "). As the Aitareya Brah
ma1fa puts it : " Monarchy at its highest 
should have an empire extending right 
up to natural boundaries, it should ··be 
territorially all-embracing,JJP to· the very 
ends uninterrupted; and should constitute 
and establish one state and administration 
in the land up to the seas " (VIII. 4, I). 

Thus it was again his religion which 
put before the Hindu king the ideal of 
making the area of authority co-extensive 
with that of territory. The territorial 
synthesis leads the way to the political 
synthesis and is in turn emphasised by it. 

XXV 

Side by side with these ideals and 
conceptions of an all-India overlordship, 
the books also preserve for us traditional 
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lists 1 of kings· who are said to have 
succeeded in realising them in life-

. giving another proof that at least the 
conception of India, both as a political 
and geographical unit, was not foreign 
to Hindu consciousness. Such a list is 
to be found in the Aitareya Brallma7Ja 
[VIII. 14, 4; 19, 2] and mentions the 
following great kings, each of whom 
achieved the singular distinction of " sub~ 
jugating the whole country up to its 
farthest limits in every direction " :-

(1) Janamejaya Pariksita with his 
priest Tura Kava~~ya. . 

(2) Saryata M:anava with his priest 
Chyavana Bhargava. 

(3) Satamka · Satrajita with his priest 
Somasu~ma Vajaratnayana. 

( 4) Amba~t~ya with. his priests Par~ 

vata and Narada. 

1 A comparative study of these lists in Sanskrit Litera· 
ture will, however, tend to establish the historicity of 
these Indian great kings who preceded Chandragupta. 
:Maurya, the so·called first paramount sovereign of India. 
This should prove a very fruitful line of investigation. 
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( 5) Yudhansrau~ti Augrasenya with 
the priests Parvata and Narada. 

(6) Visvakarma Bhauvana with his 
priest Kasyapa. 

(7) Sudas Paijavana with his priest 
Vasistha. 

(8) 1\Iarutta Avik~ita with his priest 
Sanvarta. 

(9) Anga Vairochana with his priest 
Udamaya Atreya. He is said to have 
made to his priests gifts of innumerable 
cows, 80,000 white horses, 10,000 ele
phants, etc. 

(10) Bharata Dausmanti with his priest 
Dirghatama 1\Iamateya. He is also said 
to have given away (i) innumerable ele
phants of black colour with white tusks 
and golden trappings in the country of 
l\lasfiara; (ii) innumerable cows to 1000 
Brahmins of the country named Sachi
guna. He is also said to have kept 78 
horses in a place on the Yam una, and 
55 in the place named V~itragh~a on the 
Ganges for purposes of his horse-sacrifices, 
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and thus ~ubdued the enemy's power. 
As the heavens are inaccessible to human 
hands, so was the height of Bharata's 
achievements to all classes of men
viz., the Brahmanas, K~atriyas, Vaisyas, 
Sudras and Nisadas (Sayana). It was 
this Bharata after whom Bharatavarsa 
was named as mentioned above. 

(11) Durmukha Paiichala with his 
priest B!ihaduktha. 

(12) Atyarati Janantapi with his priest 
Vasi~tha Satyahavya. This king was 
afterwards deprived of his power for his 
breach of faith with his priest and was 
killed by Iris enemy Saivya Su~mil)a. 
The land of Uttarakuru is also referred 
to as unconquerable in the story. 

Besides the list of great kings in the 
Aitareya . Brahma7Ja there is another list 
to be found in the Satapatha Brahma~a 
[XIII. 5, 4] of kings who performed the 
horse-sacrifice and were therefore recog
nised as paramount sovereigns. For the 
Asvamedha, as is well known, involved 
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an assertion of power and a display 
of political authority such as only a 
monarch of undisputed supremacy could 
have ventured upon without courting 
humiliation. The ruling of the Apas
tamba Srauta Sutra [XX. I, I] on the 
point may be quoted : " A king govern
ing the whole land [Sarvabhauma '4:frocrim] 
may perform the Asvamedha." 1 The 

1 
" "tmr ~c<flimf:v~ifl' m 1" 

The Asvamedha sacrifice was performed in the follow
ing manner :-" A horse of a particular colour was 
consecrated by the performance of certain ceremonies 
and was then turned loose to wander for a year. The 
king, or his representative, followed the horse with an 
army, and when the animal entered a foreign country 
the ruler of that country was bound either to fight or to 
submit. If the liberator of the horse succeeded in 
obtaining or enforcing the submission of all the countries 
over which it passed, he returned in triumph with all the 
vanquished Rajil:s in his train; but if he failed he was 
disgraced, and his pretensions ridiculed. After his sue· 
cessful return, a. great festival was held at which the 
horse was sacrificed [Dowson, Classical Diet.]." In the 
Asvamedha of, Yudhisthira the .horse is guarded i.ilits 
year's roaming by Arjwia,--who 'first presses eastwards 
towards the sea, then turning southwards along the 
eastern shore as far as the extreme point of the peninsula, 
turns northwards on the homeward way, passing along 
the western coast. 
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list of these Asvamedhins is given as 
follows:-

1. Janamejaya Parik~ita with his 1l.i~i 
Indrota Daivapa Saunaka. 

2. Bhimasena ) 
3. V grasena the Parik~itas. 
4. Srutasena 
5. Para Itnara, the Kausalya king. 
6. Purukutsa, the Aik~aka king. 
7. l\iarutta Avik~ita, the Ayogava 

king. 
8. Kraivya, the Pafichala king(" the 

Pafichala overlord of the Krivis "). 

The historical list of Asvamedhins includes the follow
ing names: (1) Pushyamitra [see Malavikagnimitra. 
Act V.]; (2) Samudragupta [see Uda.yagiri Cave Inscrip· 
tion of Chandragupta II., L. 5 ; Bilsad Stone Inscription 
of Kumaragupta, L. 2, &c.] ; (3) Kumaragupta I. and 
(4) Adityasena. [see V. A. Smith's Early History of 
India, p. 295]. On some of the gold coins which are 
attributed to Samudragupta, there occurs the legend 
asvamedha-pariikramah ("'l·~rii't~-1f\niill) "he who has 
displayed prowess by a horse-sacrifice." (See J. A. S. B. 
Volume LIII., Part!., P· 175 ff, and Pl. ii., No. 9; and 
Arch. Sur. West. Ind., Vol. II.,p. 37£., and Pl. vii., No.4.] 
Pulakesi I., the Chalukyan King, is also said to have 
performed a great Asvamedha or horse-sacrifice. (See 
Bhandarkar's Early History of the Deccan, p. 37.] 
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9. Dh,·asan Draitarana, the king of 
the Matsyas. 

10. Bharata Dauh~anti ("who attained 
that wide sway which now belongs to the 
Bharatas "). He is said to hare bound 
78 steeds on the Yam una and 55 near 
the Ganga and conquered the whole earth 
(cf. Aitareya Br. abore). 

11. J;ti~ara Yajnatura. 
12. Satrasaha, the Paiichala king. 
18. Satanika Satrajita. 
The Sankhayana Srauta Sutra [XVI. 9] 

also preser,·es a similar list of Asvamedhins, 
which includes the following kings :-

1. Janamejaya l 
2. U grasena p-riks'ta a • 1 s. 
8. Bhi:masena · 
4. Srutasena 
5. ~i~ara Yajnatura. 
6. V aideha Alhara. 
7. Marutta .I,iksita. 
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XXVI 

These lists of great kings preserved in 
Vedic literature are also supplemented by 
other lists in the Pura~as and other 
works. The Kurma Pura~a [XX. 31 J 
mentions King V asumana ; the Padma 
Pura:q.a mentions King Dili:pa and his 
predecessors Manu, Sagara, l\1arutta and 
Yayati [IV. 110-118]; while the Agni 
Pura~a [ ch. 219, 50-51] mentions P~ithu, 
Dili:pa, Bharata, Vali, Malia, Kakustha, 
Yuvanasva, Jayadratha, Mandhata, 1\Iu
chukunda, Pururavah. The Brahma 
Pura~a mentions Pururavah, who is 
called P!ithivipati 1 ('~flfcftqf'if), Bhima, 
called Rajarat,2 Yayati,3 who subdued the 
earth up to the seas, Kartavirya-Arjuna,4 
who is called Samratchakravartti. The 
Brahma~~a Pura~a · mentions Prithu. 6 

The Markal)geya mentions Pururavah 6 

1 X. 9, s X. 13. s XII. 18. 
4 XIII. 174. 6 LXIX. 1, 2, 3. 6 CXI. 13. 
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as Chakravartti and l\Iarutta.1 The Siva 
,Purana mentions Chitraratha,2 Prithu 3 

as Chakravartti, and Harischandr~' as 
Samrat. The Linga Pura~a mentions 
Yayati,s Kartavirya·Arjuna,6 Sasavinda/ 
and· Usana} The Skanda-Pura~a men
tions Kartavirya 9 as Samrat Chakravartti. 
The Bhagavata Purat:ta mentions Man
dhata 10 and Sagara 11 as Chakravartti and 
1\Iuchukunda 12 as Akhandabhumipa. The 
De,ipural}-a uses the word Ekarat 13 in 
respect of a Daitya named Ghora. The 
Vigm-pura1,1a mentions Sagara,14 Chan
dra,l5 Bharata/6 1\Iahapadma Nanda/7 and 
Chandragupta.18 The Vayu mentions Sa
gara/9 Kartavirya-Arjuna 20 and Usana.21 

The l\Iatsya mentions Pururavah 22 and 
Puru,23 the son of.Yayati. 

I CXXXII. 3, 4. 2 XXIV. 34, 35. s Ibid. 65, 66. 
t LXI. 21. 6 LXVI. 6 LXVIII. 
' LXVIII. 8 Ibid. • Pravii~a.kharuJa, XX. 11, 12. 
10 IX. vi. 34. II Ibid. 4. 12 X. li. 14. 

· u II. 39. 1' III. iv. 17. 
14 XIX. iv. 2. 11 XXIV. iv. 5. 
It LXXXVIII. 144. 
21 XCV. 23. 22 xx.n'. 11. 

16 VI. iv. 6. 
18 XXIV. iv. 7. 
~XCIV. 9. 
23 X.\...XI\'. 2~. 

H 
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The l\Iahabharata in many places 
refers to the great Indian kings of' , 
old. A complete enumeration of 
them is contained in the Santiparva 
[ ch. XXIX.], where the following kings 
are named:-

1. l\Iarutta, son of A vik~ita. 

2. Suhotra, son of Atithi. 

8. Brihadratha, the King of the 
Arigas. 

4. Sivi, the son of u sinara, " who 
swayed the whole earth as one sways 
the leathern shield, and the wheels 
of whose victorious chariot rolled un
opposed over the whole earth, who 
brought the whole earth under one 
authority," 1 etc. 

5. Bharata, the son of Du~manta 

and Sakuntala, who, as stated above 

1 -q l'lt "2"hrcr~ ~t ~ "Iii~T'fC\ 1 

~ ~~-erY&:11l" yf~~ll't_ 1 

~t il~~ ';lliii 'ol~"l{ili~~"if ll:. D 
[39-41] 
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in the Aitareya Brahmal)a, sacrificed 
' three hundred horses on the banks of 
the Yam una, twenty on the Sarasvat:i, 
and fourteen on the Ganga.1 

6. Rama, son of Dasaratha. 
7. Bhagiratha of Ik~aku dynasty. 
8. Dilipa. 

9. 1\landhata, son of Yuvanasva, who 
subdued the whole earth and vanquished 
the following kings, viz., Angara, 1\Iarutta, 
Asita, Gaya and Brihadratha, the King 
of the Ai1gas,2 and on whose wide empire 
" the sun never sets." 

10. Yayati, son of Nahii~a, who con-

1 ~T "lfm hll:'ii ~TV~ i:~1(jt ~'ifTil"!; 
q"\@"if'T fci~ftr"'4J tifilll'~ "'ifij'~ I 

2 "iffllif 'ifll'tit 13ooiT 'lttfil'~13"fl"tl'?(lif I 

~~t~ -rff"ii ll~lillflJW ~ 1 

U ~ll'ifi liT;tJTtfT ~lRS~~ U 

• • • 
lf'T ~ ~inR lf'T '!:if '!irfnfmrr 1 

~~ 'ii~'ifT~~ ll~: ~~~ n 

[46j 

[87, 88, 90] 

H 2 
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quered the whole earth up to the seas 
and performed a hundred Vajapeyas.1 

11. Ambari~a, the son of Nabhaga, 
the king of innumerable kings.2 

12. Sasavindu, the son of Chitraratha. 

13. Gaya, the son of Amurtharayas. 

14. Rantideva, son of Saukriti. 

15. Sagara of Ik~aku dynasty, whose 
sway extended over the whole earth.3 

16. P!'ithu, the son of Vena. 

The Artha8ii.stra of Kautilya also gives 
expression to the conception of an all
India overlord and a list of kings who 

1 ~'(lit yf~"if'f -errc~t firf~ 'l~ "l'm~ 1 

* * * 
~anc l:fll<ff ~ ~~r~ .. nm'Sf: n 

[94, 97] 
2 11: 'lV'i 'l~ll[t \Tif!~'if1'1Tf'5fffl1i I ... \ * • • 

ltii ~rsr'l~11!" l(ri U'5fl(rrrfcr "if 

~~"!l~~t1'5fl"ifr~~1Ef11'~~11[T1l'if1i n 
" ' [101, 103] 

8 ~T lf{l11'~ ~(f('q'~lfCIC\ 'S\T I 
[132] 
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realised that ideal. The paramount 
sovereign is called chaturantorajii (ifr'ij\•iiT 
\rm) [1\Iysore edition, p. 11], i.e., whose 
dominion extends up to the farthest 
limits in the four quarters of the 
country ; he is also represented as 
governing the whole country with none 
to dispute his right (" •.rif~ m~tr ~i- ") 
[ibid.]. His dominion ( chakrararti k~e

tram "q1fi'Cff~'l"ft) is specially defined as 
the country between the Himalayas 
and the ocean, which is an e"ident 
reference to Chandragupta's sovereignty 
[f'{wcr~~rifl'{ ~;;}~"if (1\Iysore ed., 
p. 33)]. There is a list of kings which 
includes the following names : (I) Dan-
9 yakya-Bhoj a, ( 2) V aideha-karala, ( 3) 
Janamejaya, {4) Talajangha, (5) Aila, 
(6) Ajavindu-Sauvira, (7) Ravapa, (8) 
Duryodhana, (9) :pambodbhava, (10) 
Haihaya-Arjuna, (11) Vatapi. These 
kings all failed to be great because of 
their want of self-control and subjection 
of the senses. Among the successful 
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great kings are named Ambari~a and 
Nabhaga [see pp. 11, 12, l\iysore ed.]; 

XXVII 

Following this long line of great Indian 
kings we come across the illustrious name 

of _Y ~~-~!~t~i!~'- who .P!.Q~J~i_m.~d h.~~?~~~r-
,}~~?~~P .. ~~~--P~~~~9.1!~~--.P_~~-~EJ?~fg:re_the 
Imperial Durbar at Indraprastha, to which 
were'· invitea""killgs"'fi.om~1i~ remotest 
parts of India and beyond to render him 
homage and realise the unity of that vast 
empire into which were federated their 
smaller kingdoms. For the Mahabharata 
preserves for us a picture of India that 
was divided politically into innumerable 
small states, kingdoms and republics, 
whose mutual jealousies and animosities 
afterwards culminated in the Great War 
of the Mahabharata. It was left to the 
superior power of Yudhi~thira to arrest 
these disruptive tendencies for a time by 
the evolution of a peaceful confederation 
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in which every state was kept in its 
proper sphere and orbit to promote the 
larger life of the whole. That this task 
of political reconstruction was not an easy 
one, that the ancient Sastric ideal of king~ 
ship of bringing the whole country "up 
to the sea " under the yoke of a common 
authority was difficult to achieve was thus 
recognised by Yudhi~thira [Sabha parva, 
XV. 2]: "There are kings everywhere 
living independently, doing what they 
like, but they have not attained to the 
rank of emperor, for that appellation is 
difficult to obtain." 1 The situation was 
indeed full of difficulties. There were 
powerful kings on every side aiming at 
overlordship. To the north there ·was 
Hastinapura, the capital of the Kurus. 
To the east Mathura was held by a· 
powerful sovereign. To the south the 
King of l\Ialava was a standing menace, 

1 
" ll~ ri f~ U'Sfrif: ~ ~~ f~'ifi'\T. I 

'if "'if ~m~ l!Vf~) f~ ~ 1" 
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and to the west there was the principality 
of Virata equally ambitious. There were 
other mighty kings in different parts of 
India, but the mos~ powerful of them 
was J arasandha, King of Magadha, who 
aspired to suzerainty. His subjugation 
was the first achievement of the Pa~9us 
in their career of an all-India conquest, and 
four grand military expeditions were then 
organised, one to proceed to each quarter 
of India. . Arjuna assumed the command 
of the northern advance, and to his might 
fell victims the Kulindas, the Kalakutas, 
the A varthas, the Svakala-dvipis ; Bha
gadatta of Pragjyoti~a; the Himalayan 
chiefs such as those of Uluka, Modapura, 
Vainadeva, Sudaman, Susankula, De·ra
prastha, etc.; also the Kiratas and the 
Chinas. Arjuna then turned tmvards 
the west through Kashmir to Balkh and. 
on his way back, through Kamboja, 
Darada, etc. Across the Himalayas were 
encountered the kings of Kimpilla-var~a 
and Halaka near l\Ianasa lake and, lastly, 
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Uttarakuru. The second expedition was 
led by Bhima towards the east, subduing 
Drupada, Dasarna, the Pulindas, Chedi, 
Kosala, Ayodhya, Uttara Kosala, U rulla 
and the Terai; then Kasi, the Matsyas, 
the l\Ialadas, 1\Iadadharas, the Vatsa
bhumiyas, the Bhangas, the Santakas 
and V armakas, and several Kirata and 
other races. ~Iithila courted alliance 
and Magadha paid tribute. Then the 
country of Karl).a (Bhagalpur) was sub
dued and subsequently the petty chiefs 
of Vanga. The southern advance was 
under SahadeYa, who similarly marched 
lictorious through many petty kingdoms 
and, crossing the Narmada, passed 
through Ki~kindha, ~Iahi~mati to South
ern India, securing the allegiance of 
Dra,·ida, Sarabhipattanam, Tamra island, 
Timingila (the country of the whale), 
Kalinga, Andhra, Udra, Kerala, Talavana, 
Ceylon and other places. On his way 
home, he passed along the western coast 
through Surat to Guzrat, and finally 
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returned home, laden with wealth and 
presents. N aku]a, leading the western 
expedition, passed through Rohitaka and 
thence Southern ·Rajputana to l\1ahet
tha, Sivi, Trigarta, Ambastha, 1\falava, 
Panchkaiphatas, Madhyamaka, V ata
dhana ; thence he turned towards Pu~
kara and, through the Abhira country, 
marched on to the Punjab and encoun
tered in the north-west the Pallavas, 
Barbaras, Kiratas, Yavanas and the 
Sakas, from all of whom he obtained 
valuable presents and acknowledgment 
of allegiance. 

Thus the whole of India for the 
time resounded with the din of the 
conquering marches of the PaJ!~avas 

asserting the authority of a superior 
power ; the whole country was united 
in submission to a sovereign claiming its 
homage and alliance. India once again 
was imagined and used as a political 
unit ; the different parts were integrated 
into a federal whole : the separated lives 
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of the provinces were united in a common 
life. 

XXVIII 

The story of Yudhi~~hira known to 
every Hindu has accordingly immensely 
popularised the old Vedic conception of 
an all-India sovereignty of which Yudhi~
!h~ was such a prominent embodiment. 
The idea became one of the current 
political notions of the ancient Hindus, 
not a subject of thought ~1:1t. an iiJ.~eg!~1 
p;ft--of tho~ght. · It lost none of its 
-st~~gth. n;iate~ times. It had sufficient 
''itality to stamp its impress on the earliest 
Buddhist thought. 'V e are generally 
familiar with the influences of Hinduism 
on Buddhism ; we know how Buddhism 
is rooted deep in the religious speculation 
of the Hindus. But we do not know 
that some of the fundamental religious 
conceptions of the Buddhists were inspired 
by Hindu political thought as distinguished 
from Hindu religious thought. 
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For the early Buddhist ideas of the 
Buddha were dominated by the then 
prevailing Hindu ideal of the chakra
varti Raja to which the Buddha was 
always thought and described to conform. 
The Hindu ideal was understood by the 
Buddhists and explained in the early 
Suttas to be that of." a King of Kings, a 
righteous man who ruled in righteousness, 
lord of the four quarters of the earth, 
invincible, the protector of his people, 
possessor of the seven royal treasures." 1 

The first of these treasures was the 
treasure of the '!h~el which is represented 
to roll onwards, like the sun in old Vedic 
poetry, to the very extremities of the 
world conquering and to conquer.2 The 

1 Maha·Budasaana Butta inS. B. E., Vol. xi., p. 248. 
' Cf. Rig·veda [vii. 32, 20]: "The much-lauded Indra 

I incline by means of the song as a cartwright bends the 
rim of a wheel made of good wood" ; and also [i. 32, 35] 
"the lightning in his hand rules over all men as the rim 
of a wheel embraces the spokes." In the Butta the 
wheel is represented to have rolled towards the East, 
South, West and North followed by the Emperor to 
whom "all rival kings became subject." 
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second treasure of the King of 'Kings is 
the white elephant which can carry its 
master across the broad earth to its very 
ocean boundary like the Airavata of 
Indra, "the personification of the great 
white, fertilising rain-cloud so rapid in its 
passage before the winds of the monsoon 
over the vault of heaven." The third 
treasure was the treasure of the h~se, 

probably also derived from the Vedic 
"charger-King whose name was thunder
cloud." The fourth was the treasure of 
the gem called the V ~riya (from which 

· the word beryl is probably derived), "the 
splendour of which spread round about 
a league every side," like the jewel of 
lightning with which Indra in the Vedas 
slays the demon of darkness. Fifthly, 
the King of Kings is the possessor of ~ 
pearl among women ; and the two last 
trea.sures._are ·a-·trf!_!!.SUI'er and an adviser, 

faithful servants, like the pearl a~ong 
women, of the king of kings. 

Such a king of kings the early Bud-
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dhists saw in Buddha who became the 
ruler of a supernatural world/ an empire , 
of truth; whose wheel was the wheel 
of the Dharma which the King of 
Righteousness himself had set rolling 
onwards, that wheel which will roll over 
all the world, unchecked in its course ; 
whose Prime Minister was his chief 
disciple Sariputta ; and whose teaching, 
like rain cloud, rained down the ambrosia 
of bliss, fertilising right desires, extin
guishing the fires of lust, hatred and 
ignorance. 

Thus the old Hindu conception of a 
paramount overlordship having reference 
to an actual empire was seized by early 
Buddhist thought to describe its achieve
ment which resulted in the foundation 
of an ideal empire, the empire of 
righteousness in the hearts of men. The 
Hindu Chakravartti was he who made 

1 Cf. Selasutta in Suttanipata [III. 7, 7]: "A King 
am I, Sela, the King Supreme Of Righteousness. The 
royal chariot wheel In righteousn~s! do I set rolling on
that wheel that no one can--turn back again." 
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the wheels of his chariot roll unopposed 
over all the world ; the wheel was the 
symbol of his power. But Buddha was 
a different kind of Chakravartti: he who 
set rolling the royal chariot~wheel of a 
universal empire of truth and righteous
ness. His wheel was the symbol not 
of power but of Dharma. His work 
is accordingly described as Dlwrnma 
c!takkappavattan.a, which is the name 
given to the famous Sutta in which is 
embodied the very essence of Buddha's 
teachings.1 

XXIX 

It is thus abundantly clear that in 
the days of ancient Buddhism the whole 
of India was comprehended as a single 
territory to be brought within the scope 
of one all-embracing authority though the . 
conception was expanded and idealised 
by Buddhist religious fervour. And 

1 See Rhys Davids, Hibbert Lecture, pp. 129 and 4, 
Buddhism, pp. 45, 46,220, and S. B. E., Vol. XI. 
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Chandra Gupta was thus not the first 
to-~;~~··~;<r-~~~li~~-iie~ .. id~~l· ·of 

................ , ~·~ ,_;,_, ... , ....... ,~,..-···' .... ,. __ ., ...... - .. 1 ...... ·~···-···. ···-· .. • .... ~. ...,... ~ "' 

p~r~~~~.~~ .. ~~Y.~-~~~gnty, but only came 
into the possession of a rich inheritance 
which his genius utilised and improved to 
the fullest extent. His success naturally 
contributed a good deal to the strength 
and popularity of the ideal he represented 
and realised. The problem " !!.Q:W can 
a king become a king of kings ? ;, , soon 

-·b~.c~m~· aO'favourit~··-r~miliar .. topic of dis
~ cu~si~n· ··i~· ihe''ili~ient"schools'.2.f political 
th?~ght. It. g~~·~··ri;·t~· ~~~h scientific, 
systematic speculation, which was em
bodied in the theory of the l\lal)<:fala or 
Circle of Kings as outlined in the works 
on Niti-Sastra. '\V e find expositions 9f 
this theory both in the Arthasastra of 
Kautilya and the Niti-Sara of Kaman-

. daka in which there are also references to 
earlier authorities. The theory postulates 
the natural inevitable desire of small 
kings to become great and finds in that 
instinct the regulative principle or law 
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which rules the political world in almost 
the same sense as gravitation rules the 
physical; which determines the evolution 
of states and the growth of empires and 
establishes a stable equilibrium and a 
balance of power. 

The whole country is conceived of as 
a political circle (ii1111if) at the centre of 
which is the head (111ll'i!"Tflftl'}, . who is 
technically called Vijigi~u (fqfri~), the 
would-be conqueror, who is to emerge as 
the paramount power dominating the 
system, who " shines in his sphere like 
the full moon." 1 The normal political 
circle is that formed by twelve kings,2 

including the central victorious king or 
sovereign, round whom are ranged, both 
in the front and rear, nine subordinate 
kings in varying degrees of friendliness 
and hostility, and two neutral kings (called 

' Kamandaki, VIII. 2, 3. 
\'ft f~-ff UWT f1nJl' if1ll~ "'f\if 

..... t "" ' ~ll ~ll~: JttEl'lili!IQ1illiid: I 
" 

2 130if~if1i'i 1f ~ TT~\~-[Ibid. 41.) 
I 
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·~ and ~). This confederation of 
twelve kingdoms conn~cted with one 
another by all possible kinds of political 
relationship is regarded as an approxi
mation to the actual state of things, a 
map of the actual political situation, 
showing also its possible developments 
due to all conceivable changes of attitude 
of the component units. Thus the varia
tions of· the normal political system have 
been noticed by the ancient authors of 
polity. Kautilya 1mentions a confederation 
or circle of three kings who may constitute 
a " sphere of influence " ; Maya 2 of four 
kings ("'if1f"&fili'l§~); Puloma 3 of six kings ; 
Brihaspati 4, of eighteen kings ; and Visa
lak~a 5 of fifty-four kings, and so forth. 
Thus the central monarch will find his 
sphere of action embracing both friendly 
and hostile kingdoms, 6 but if he is self-

1 "f~mi fWiiffi<i en~~: fff~: I" 
.. [Artka.4iistra, VI. ii.17.] 

' Kiimandaki, VIII. 20. 
s Ibid. 71. 4 Ibid. 26. 6 Ibid. 28. 
6 Ibitl. 21 : " 'llmi i!'l§~ ~<if ffi~U\Tlltcf "'q I , 
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possessed, strong in all the elements of 
sovereignty, he is bound to achieve pre
eminence and attain to suzerainty 
(" 'l{h~ ") 1 by his superior policy and state
craft, which by a proper manipulation of 
the various political forces can easily 
render his own position invincible, supreme 
and paramount.2 

1 Arthasiistra, V., vi., 14, 15. The" elements of sove

reignty" are "~~~i~ftr;.nf'llf," 
i.e., the king, the minister, the country (which by the 
way should have capital cities both in the centre and the 
extremities of the kingdom-" ri ~ "'q' ~Tif"ifT'if"), 
the fort, the treasury, the army, and the ally. 

s Cf. Kiimandaki, VIII. 83: 

tfi'f'fR~~~ 
' 

13'~~ 'f!1!J~tliNq I 
fq\fri 13'~ f'f'2l"{~: 
lt\~ 'SI'f~l.'lif' 'SI'"Sfi: a 

' Also Artha8iistra, VI. i. 17: 
"lil.iltil'li~"l;f:jiiQ~l(tSftr ~?ti: ~fff-13'~1 I 

i!'lr'if: YflTcff ~ ~ 11' '&1~ n" 
Again [VI. ii. 17] : 

iflffi'i.fi'Tifi\Til' Ulf: ~ "q'Ti!'ii!\Tii'\Til' 
' ' i!'Tflilrnimnnl.'l~ itrrr wfn'llri" a 

("The leader of the coniederation or circle of states 

I 2 
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XXX 

But the ideal of a paramount sovereign 
dominating the whole of India, besides 
expressing itself in literature, utters itself 
in no uncertain tones through some of 
the early Indian epigraphic records. Thus 
the term Maharaja (~\T'6f), lit., a great 
king, was used as one of the titles of 
paramount sovereignty by Kaniska, Hu
viska, and Vasudeva, who, there is every 
reason to believe, were paramount sove
reigns, in their inscriptions of the years 
9, 39, and 83.1 It is also used, in 
conjunction with the higher title of 
Rajatiraja, "superior king of kings," by 
the same three kings in their inscriptions 

will make himself the nave of a wheel, of which the 
rim or circumference will be formed by the combination 
of friendly chiefs Oit., those kings who are separated 
from the central king by another king) and the spokes 
by the inimically inclined chiefs and will thus control 
the whole system.") 

• 1 .Arch. Sur. Ind., Vol. III., p. 31, Pl. XIII., No.4 j 
p. 32, Pl. XIV., No. 9 i and p. 34, Pl. XV., No. 16. 
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of the years 11, 47, and 87.1 In still 
earlier days the same title l\Iaharaja, in 
conjunction sometimes with the title 
Rajatiraja, and sometimes with Rajaraja 
('mrmr), "king of kings" (the two 
together being equivalent to the Greek 
basileus basileon), was used on the bilingual 
coins of Hemokadphises 2 (in conjunction 
with Rajatiraja) and of Azes 3 (in con
junction with Rajaraja). It was also used 
by itself to represent the Greek basileus 
on the coins of Hermaeus. The title 
Rajadhiraja occurs by itself on some of 
the coins of :Maues' and in conjunction 
with the title :Maharaja on some of the 
coins of Azes,5 while Rajatiraja occurs in 
the same sense but coupled with l\Iaharaja 
in the .1\Iathura inscription of Huviska 6 

1 Arch. Sur. Ind., Vol. III., p. 33, Pl. XIV., No. 12 
and p. 35, PL XV., No.18. 

1 Gardner and Poole's Catalogue of Coins of the Greek 
and Scythic Kings of Bactria. and India, p. 124 ff. 

3 Ibid., p. 73 ff. 
• Ibid., p. 68 ff., Nos. 4, 5, 9, 11, and 17. 
0 Ibid., p. 85 ff., Nos. 138, 140, and 157. 
1 Arch. Sur. Ind., Vol. Ill., p. 33, No.12, and Pl. XIV. 
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of the year 47 and of Vasudeva 1 of the 
year 87. 

In the inscriptions of the Guptas the 
following titles are used to indicate supreme 
paramount sovereignty, viz., 1\faharaja
dhiraja (li~T\Twtf~\1-ar), Parame8vara 
('tT~irfl\), Paramabhattaraka ('tf\lllirr\<11), 
Rajadhiraja (~r:;inf~o::m) and Chakravartin 
(~fihf ). Thus, the Allahabad posthu
mous stone pillar inscription of Samu
dragupta refers to him as " the 1\Iaharaja
dhiraja, the glorious Samudragupta," and 
to his" conquest of the whole world." It 
also refers to him as " the son of the 1\Iaha
rajadhiraja, the glorious Chandragupta I." 
and " the l\Iahadevi Kumaradevi," 2 and 

1 Arch. Sur. Ind., Vol. III., p. 35, No.lS, and Pl. XV. 
2 
",, ,l!VI\miT~\T~f'!ft-~ll-~-l!VI~~T-

"fffi\ -~~t · ~"f\111r~ ·llmT~rf~\T'af -'llft·li~li~
~~;ft • f.f-arli- -arf"iflf1~ • ~111'· hr~'t(llCfil[l-

" 'ff~ ... 
Mahadevi was a technical title of the wives of para. 

mount sovereigns along with Paramabhattarika and 
Rajfii [ cf. Mandar Hill Inscriptions of Adityasena, 
Nos. 44 and 45 and Deo. Baranark inscription of 
Jivitagupta. II., No. 46 in Corpus. Ins. Ind., Vol. III.J. 
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also to Chandragupta II. as Paramabhat
taraka.1 The Eran stone inscription of 
Samudragupta compares him with the 
great ancient monarchs P~thu and Ra
ghava,2 and refers to his subjugation of 
"the whole tribe of kings upon the 
earth." 3 

'fhe Udayagiri cave inscription of Chan
dragupta II. refers to him as Parama
bhattaraka and Maharajadhiraja. The 
:Mathura stone inscription of Chandra
gupta II. refers to both Samudragupta 
and Chandragupta I. as Maharajadhiraja, 
and to himself as the exterminator of' all 
kings, who had no antagonist (of equal 
power) in the world and whose fame 
extended up to the shores of the four 
oceans,' and who was t~_e __ r~st_orer of_ the 

1 L. 33 of the inscription. 

t L. S-" ~ll: ~·\Nifl71lr: • •• " 
3 L. n-" 1ITfll1f-lPilHC!iiij': Yhr~t ... " 
• 1.1,2,-

H ~t\1'~~: yf~Tliifin:~ ';f'[~m

f.-r'dT-~Tf~tr-lJltljT ••• " L. 5-" WllT~ ••• " ... 
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asvame~~:~-~~~ipce that_had_~een long in 
ab-eya~ce. The Sanchi stone ·~~~·~iption 
~fChandragupta II. also refers to him as 
~Iaharajadhiraja, who has acquired banners 
of victory and fame in many battles.1 

Another U dayagiri cave inscription of 
Chandragupta II. refers to the purchase
money of his prowess which bought the 
earth and made slaves of all kings,2 and 
uses the epithet Rajadhiraja. The Ga~wa 
stone inscription of Chandragupta II. 
refers to him as ~Iaharajadhiraja.3 

Kumaragupta is referred to as l\Iaha
rajadhiraja in the two Gadhwa stone 
inscriptions 4 ; also in the Bilsad stone 
pillar inscription,5 which applies the 
epithet to his ancestors Chandragupta 11.,6 

Samudragupta/ and Chandragupta I., 

t L.4-

" ••• ~'!ti-131'fUCilif-fcr~r~-tllt~ -1f1ffcliT: ••• " 
\ 

: L.2- . 

"~-~tl'-sn~-~ll1f-mcrr ••• " 
• '!.\ 

s L. 1 and L. 10. 
' L. 1 in both the inscriptions. 
5 L. 5. 6 L. 6. 7 L. 4. 
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and makes a special reference to 
Samudragupta as the restorer of Asva
medha sacrifice.1 The l\Iankuwur stone 
image inscription of Kumaragupta, how
ever, refers to him only as a 1\Iaharaja, 
which was then a subordinate feudatory 
title, either by a mistake or because of 
the reduction of Kumaragupta to feudal 
rank by the Pusyamitras and the Hunas. 
The l\Iandasor stone inscription also refers 
to Kumaragupta as reigning over the 
whole earth.2 

Skandagupta is called l\Iaharajadhiraja 
in the Bihar stone inscription,8 which 
repeats the usual ancestral references and 
exploits. The Bhitari stone pillar in
scription refers to him as the most 
eminent hero in the lineage of the 
Guptas/ who by his conquests " subju-

1 L. 2-"., , ~~~.ij: •.. " .. 
• " "rl'll1l'T '!.Tm~fc; "-L. 13. 

s L. 22. 

' L. 7-" ... ~niitfiift\: ... " 
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gated the earth," 1 and repeats the ancestral 
exploits. The J unagadh rock inscription 
calls him Rajarajadhiraj,2 who" made sub
ject to himself the whole earth bounded 
by the waters of the four oceans," 3 who 
" destroyed the height of the pride of his 
enemies and appointed protectors in all 
the countries ; 4 who is the banner of his 
lineage, the lord of the whole earth ; 
whose pious deeds are even more wonder
ful than his supreme sovereignty over 
kings," 5 etc. The Kahaum stone pillar 
inscription refers to him as the lord of a 
hundred kings, " whose hall of audience 
is shaken by the wind caused by the 
falling down (in the act of performing 

1 L. 14-" ••• liT <rT5nlrlli'Cf1tfT fcrf'SI'NI .•• " 
: L. 2. 
3 

" ••• 'rawliar~-~~cr-'l{lli';fl~li :e.iCJ'if"tli

Cf'ifcrtf\~: ... " 
4 L. 6-" ..• -nt ~ f'a'fm vfltcr"f 13mrT-l1't1111'~Tir~,

fiti~ -t!iiffF~J~"tl ~lllf f<NTll lTII'if, . , " 
... \J ~ 

6 L. 24-" e:mf\~-q~sr"({f~:illf~: - ~il:cfio1: -
" " ~ "' c::.~ ...- ~ • )I 

ll11i~'Cfifl-11'ff:-\l'iftl q \Pi'H ~Cf-3'WCiilif11f •••• 
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obeisance) of the heads of those hundred 
kings." 1 The I ndor copper-plate inscription 
of Skandagupta applies to him the titles 
Paramabhattaraka and l\laharajadhiraja, 
and speaks of his" augmenting victorious 
reign." 2 

The 1\Ieherauli posthumous iron pillar 
inscription of Chandra refers to him as 
having attained sole supreme sovereignty 
in the world and " the breezes of his 
prowess by which the southern ocean is 
even still perfumed," who crossed the 
seven mouths of the Indus and conquered 
the Vahlikas. 3 

The 1\Iandasor stone pillar inscription 
of Y asordharman describes him as a para
mount sovereign holding sway over a large 

1 L. 1-" ~~'W'fi!'l1nrtinff"lflt1'ff~: 'tl'nl'"iifT'ffT· 
':\ \I! 

, f f "' , if"i_if •• , L. 3- '\1 if'll'"ltif1f7f:, , , 

• L. s-" ... "11'\lNrt\i.li -11mmrf'l:l'\~- '111't

~~1l"wrf.,-q"\~11T11( -f~ll\~ ••• " 
8 L. 2-" mT li~~rfir tri!' ~11~ f~qj"''fTifT 

f~~T?.Trvff~~ or~fi!'f'l•ff~rf~~f'\1111": 1 " 

L. 5-" ... ~i.fi'TfliU~ f"ilJ1'11 ••• I" 
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part of India from the river Lauhitya or 
the Brahmaputra to the western ocean 
and from the Himalayas to the mountain 
:Mahendra. He is described as falling but 
little short of Manu and Bharata, Alarka 
and Mandhatri, the great kings of old, in 
whom the title of " universal sovereign " 
shines most.1 

Another l\Iandasor stone inscription of 
Vi~l}uvardhana applies to him the titles 
of Rajadhiraja and Paramesvara, and refers 
to his subjection of many mighty kings 
of the east and north. 2 

The long Alina copper-plate inscription 
of Siladitya VII. applies the epithets 
Paramabhattaraka, l\Iaharajadhiraja, Para
mesvara and Chakravartin to Dharasena 
IV. and the first three epithets to 

1 1. S-" ... ~ ~r-~Tfr.r-ld'mmw li~-ll\

~iir~nl~ iifiWri ~fr.r m~-lif1qf\if \rif~t 
mri~"'lf'~: 1" 

I L. 6-" ... ~ "if1ff'if' l!rl:~fi"T'1i ~il'"~'tqr: 
e \ t . 

ld'fiifT ~liT "{ 'Cf'ltm"if ~ i!'if ii111T11i' ~nTfci 
J \ 

....,;::,. . ~. "' cu n" CliT1fl.,,, ~Ttl ~t~:~\T~"l!l\ l: ... ~,.,I 
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Siladityadeva III., Siladityadeva IV., 
Siladityadeva V., Siladityadeva VI., and 
Siladityadeva VII. 

The ~fandar Hill rock inscription of 
Adityasena applies to him the paramount 
titles Paramabhattaraka and Maharaja~ 

dhiraja. 
The Deo-Baranark inscription of Jivita

Gupta II. uses the paramount titles Para
mabhattaraka, l\f aharajadhiraja and Para
mesvara in respect of Devaguptadeva, 
Visnuguptadeva and Jivitaguptadeva II. 

The Sonpat copper seal inscription of 
Harsavardhana applies the paramount 
titles Paramabhattaraka and M:aharaja
dhiraja to Prabhakaravardhana, Rajya
vardhana II., and Harsavardhana. 

The copper-plate inscription of Samu
dragupta discovered at Gaya repeats the 
paramount title Maharajadhiraja and the 
achievements of Samudragupta and his 
ancestors. 

Some of the historical inscriptions in 
the cave-temples of 'Vestern India con-
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tain references to titles of paramount 
sovereignty used by some successful kings. 
In the longest of the four inscriptions at 
N asik of Gotamiputra 1 Satakarni and 
Pulumayi, Gotamiputra is spoken of as 
"king of kings,'' whose exploits rivalled 
those of Rama, Kesava, Arjiina, Bhima
sena : whose prowess was equal to that of 
Nabhaga, Nahiisa, Janamejaya, Sagara, 
Yayati, Rama and Ambari~a. The in
scriptions of Pulakesi II. (A.D. 611-634) 
show his assumption of the imperial title 
Paramesvara, lord paramount. Both 
Dantidurga, the Rashtrakuta monarch 
who overthrew the Chalukyas, and his 
son Kri~I}araja is spoken of in their 
copper-plate grants as having become 
paramount sovereigns. Their successor, 
Govinda III., is also made out by his 
Baroda copper-plate grant to have been 
a paramount king making and unmaking 
subordinate kings. 

Some of the Bengal Pala kings also 
1 Arch. Sur, W. Ind., No. 26. 
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used paramount titles of sovereignty as 
shown by their inscriptions. Thus a 
N alanda inscription refers to Gop ala as 
Paramabhattaraka .Maharajadhiraja Para
mesvara. Another of Buddha Gaya 
speaks of " Paramabhattaraka- Sriman 
l\Iahipala Deva." In a copper-plate in
scription at l\Ionghyr Gopala is called 
"king of the world" and "likened unto 
P!ithu, Sagara and others." 1 

XXXI 

Thus early Hindu history unmistakably 
shows that the political consciousness of 
the people had from very early times 
grasped the whole of India as a unit, and 
assimilated the entire area as the theatre 
of its activities. Blit the tide of life that 
was pulsating through India from end to 

1 Arch. Sur. Ind., Vol. III., pp. 114, 120, 122. There 
are many other Pala and other inscriptions in which 
there is a reference to paramount sovereignty or mention 
of paramount titles. It is needless for our purposes to 
refer to them all. 
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end, unifying and integrating its parts and 
varieties into one mighty organism, came 
inevitably in course of time to overflow 
its original geographical limits and spread 
itself over other lands. Indeed, there can 
hardly be a more, convincing proof of the 
reality and strength of Indian unity than 
the story of Indian colonising activity and 
the gradual development of a Greater India 
across the seas. This is not the proper 
place 1 and occasion for the unfolding of 
that interesting history in all its details 
which is still one of the unillumined 
chapters of Indf~;f~~y~·-~;d -f cont~~t-

~~ys~lf.~th··~~tillg-here-only the general 

conclusions and facts that stand out clear 
and definite. India for centuries sent out 
streams of colonists and emigrants to 
countries in the Far East, including Pegu, 
Siam, and Cambodia on the mainland, 
and to Java, Sumatra, Bali and Borneo 

1 The writer has under preparation a work on &eater 
India. See chapters in his History of Indian Ship. 
ping, etc. (Longmans, London), apposite to the subject. 
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among the islands of the Malay Archi
pelago, and "the reality of the debt due 
to India by those distant lands is attested 
abundantly by material remains, by the 
existence to this day of both the Buddhist 
and Brahmanical religions in the island 
of Bali to the east of Java, by Chinese 
history and by numerous traditions pre
served in India, Pegu, Siam and the 
Archipelago." 1 This colonising activity 
resulted in the practicaTlndiariisatl.on of 
the-countries tOuchea ·by-it-the- tr~ins~ 
pi~iltation~- an"d"m "s()me cases reproduc
tion, of Indian art,2 institutions and even 

1 V. A. Smith's A History of Fine Art, etc., p. 259. 
1 In Java. the forms of art are thoroughly Indian in 

subject and style (see V. A. Smith's A History of Fine 
Art, etc., pp. 259 and ff.). Of the monument of Boro
budur, presenting no less than 2,000 bas-reliefs, the 
best reliefs, numbering more than 200, are arranged in 
two series, of which the upper presents in easily 
recognisable stone pictures the life of Buddha as told in 
the ancient Sanskrit work Lalita Viatara, while the 
lower has been proved to be an illustration of scenes 
from the Divyii·tJadana and other Buddhist romances, 
including some of the Jiitakas. As regards other monu· 
ments, the following remarks of Mr. Sewell may be 
quoted: "Brambanam and Chandisewa are to all external 

K 
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geographical n~mes.1 It is well known 
that some of the triumphs and master· 
pieces of India Art exist outside India in 
those countries which came within her 

1 According to Fergusson, the name Cambodia was 
given to a portion of Cochin-China by immigrants from 
Kamboja, i.e., from the Kabul valley. Among other 
geographical names introduced into Java an~ Cambodia 
may be mentioned Gandhara, Taxila, Hastinagara. or 
Hastinapura, Rumadesa (apparently the South Punjab), 
Ayodhya (the capital of Siam), and ~~~~:_E!th!l-·.puri 

~~apr~~]bll.),_t~~.!~~~:.~~p!t.~ ~-~ .9.~.D,?:~q~!_a. 

appearances purely Brahmanical, though we learn on 
examination that Brahma, Visnu and Siva were there 
held to be Bodhisattvas and not gods. And this is the 
case everywhere in Eastern Java, the temples being 
mostly Hindu in type (though always with a difference), 
and having statues adapted generally from Brahmanical 
originals." 

The ruins at Angkor-Wat in Cambodia are also dis· 
tinctively of ancient Indian origin. 

Siamese annals date from A.D. 685, the colonisation 
from India of Burma, Pegn, Siam and Cambodia. In 
Cambodia, however, the earliest_.r~corded Indian ruler 

-was-·siutavirman hi' the' mlddle of the fifth. century, 
followeitbfBliavavaii:ii.ii.i:i;w1o-founded many temples 
in honour of Indian deities, especially Siva, at which 
daily readings of the epics and btrana~ were held. 
Indian influence was at its height in Cambodia in the 
sixth century [Kern quoted by V. A. Smith, A Hiatory 
of Fine Art, etc., p. 261]. Traditions of the migrations 
from India to Indo-China date them from a much earlier 
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influence, while the ideas and institutions 
travelled with the spread of Buddhism, 

period. The earliest is the mythic account of the 
conversion of Indo-China to Buddhism before the time 
of Asoka. Probably the eastward colonisation was 
originally begun by the Dravidians in the pre-Christian 
era and continued in subsequent periods. Next, a 
migration in the first century A.D. of Yavanas or Sakas 
from Tamluk or Ratnavati on the Hugli is in agreement 
with the large number of Indian place-names recorded 
by Ptolemy (A.D. 160) [see Hunter's Orissa, I. 310]. Of 
this migration Hiuen Tsang's name, Yavana (Yen-mo-na), 
for Cambodia, may be a trace [Beal's Life of Hiuen 
Tsang, xx:xii]. A Saka invasion further explains Pau. 
sanias' (A.D. 170) name Sakaea for Cochin-China, and his 
description of the people as Skythians mixed with Indians. 
[Quoted in Bunbury's Ancient Geography, ii. 659 •. Bun· 
bury suggests that Pausanias may have gained his infor· 
mation from Marcus Aurelius' (A.D. 166) ambassador to 
China.] There were fresh migrations during the fifth and 
sixth centuries, while among the deciphered Cambodian 
inscriptions there is evidence pointing to a Brahman 
dynasty, whose local initial date is in the early years of the 
seventh century, and one of whoRe kings, Somasarman 
(A.D. 610), is recorded to have held daily Maliabharata 
readings in the temples [Barth in Jour • .Asiatique, 
ser. vi, tom. xix, p. 150, and ibid. x, 57, quoted in 
Bombay Gazetteer, vel. i, part i]. 

From Java the Hindus colonised Banjor Massin in 
Borneo, which was probably the most eastern of Hindu 
settlements [J. R. A. S. iv, 185]. Temples of superior 
workmanship with Hindu figures also occur at Waahoo, 
400 miles from the coast [Dalton's Diak8 of Bourneo, 
Jour • .Asiatique (N .S.), vii, 153], 
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which in its .Mahayanist form and develop· 
ment was accepted by Tibet, Nepal and 
China with the neighbouring countries, 
as also parts of Farther India and Java, 
and in its Hinayana form gained, besides 
the countries of Farther India and Ceylon, 
Burma, Siam and Cambodia. This pro
pagation of Indian thought and institu
tions was undoubtedly the work of 
countless colonists and missionaries, 
carried on through centuries, whose zeal 
must have been fed by a rich and stable 
national self-consciousness developed on a 
common soil and country. The colonising 
movement was (and alway~ is) but the 
crest of a wave of popular enthusiasm for 
the country created and sustained by the 
realisation of its individuality and sacred
ness, a profound appreciation of all that 
it stands for, its ideals and institutions. 

SEJIWANTS OF INDIA SC'CIETY'S 

BPlANCH LIBRARY 

BOMBAY 
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XXXII 

';y e have now seen how in the past 
both religion and political experience con
tributed to the growth of a geographical 
sense in the people and to the perception 
of the fundamental unity of India behind 
her continental vastness and variety. The 
whole of the country was thus easily and 
naturally grasped by the national thought 
as a geographical unit whose strength 
and fervour triumphed over the physical 
difficulties of pre-mechanical ages in the 
way of having an intimate knowledge of 
the different parts which were welded 
into a whole. It was in a real sense the 
conquest of matter by mind ; the sub
jection of the physical to the spiritual 
India as a whole was realised as the 
mighty motherland by the popular mind 
in erery part of India· in spite of an 
unfarouring natural environment. 
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In modern times, the age of the im
provement of transport, when the whole 
world has, so to say, been made smaller in 
size and is being centralised by railways, 
telegraphs and electrical machinery, when 
the ocean itself has been converted from 
a barrier into a broad highway of inter
national intercourse, we can more easily 
and naturally realise the geographical 
unity of the whole of India. And 
besides, is not this unity apparent on the 
map ? That country is geographically 
one of which the barriers separating its 
parts are less obstructive than those 
which isolate the area as a whole from 
surrounding regions. It is quite evident, 
and he who runs may read it, that India 

g:_~em~~=~~lx_,~~~~Q.~.t..this_ t~-~-!.JL}!EifY · 
· The great barrie~ of the north formed by 

the Himalayas, which may be easily ren
dered impregnable, effectually isolates the 
country from the rest of Asia, giving 
protection to it along a frontier of 2,000 
miles, while towards the south the advan-
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tages of an insular position are secured 
by the sea. Thus sea-girt and mountain
guarded India is indisputably a geographi· 
cal unit. 

As regards any insurmountable internal 
barriers, we hardly come across one. The 
Himalayas overlook the great plain, the 
Indo-Gangetic depression which covers 
an area larger than France, Germany and 
Austria put together, and supports more 
than one-half of the total population of 
India. This is the region of' which Sir 
Richard Strachey has said: "It is no 
exaggeration to say·that it is possible to 
go from the Bay of Bengal up the Ganges 
through the Panjab and down the Indus 
again to the sea over a distance of 2,000 
miles and more without finding a pebble, 
however small." The whole regign).s of 
one uniform lev~l, o~~-·~~t~·~~us stretch 
. of land' un~t~~rupted--bJ" -~~y ---b~rri~r' 
. covered with a network of rivers, railways 
·and canals, whe~~· .. ~~e sees only " un
broken continents of wheat, millet and 
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Indian com, endless seas of rice and 
limitless prairies of sugar-cane and indigo," 
an evidence of agricultural wealth oppres
sive almost in its monotony. Nor is the 
Vindhya or Satpura range any serious 
barrier obstructing communication be
tween northern and southern India. 
Scarcely rising more than 4,000 feet above 
sea-level, both the ranges are now pierced 
by road and railway, and did not even in 
the earlier ages seriously interfere with 
the spread of Indo-Aryan civilisation, the 
diffusion of Hindu culture and learning 
to the parts of India lying to their south 
which are, equally with the north, the 
great stronghold of Hinduism. 

Lastly, among other natural features 
which distinguish India from other coun
tries may be mentioned the seasonal 
winds or monsoons which have stamped 
on the whole country a unique aspect. 
They have created those hydrographical 
conditions which have ~a~~f__!ndia 

pre-e~~~fu: .. Ql~-~~-~f__!l~.ulttg~~-1}~ 
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~.?!!~-().L~he _pes.t~:watered_ .!_~g!<?ll~ .. 2%.."!.~.~-' 
world. The census reports show that 
ab~ut 73 per cent. of the total population 
of India is dependent on agriculture 
for livelihood. 'Vhile it may also be 
ascertained from statistics that, out of 
a total of 226 million acres annually 
sown in British India, only 44 million 
acres lack the natural water-supply and 
have to be artificially irrigated by the con
trivances of man. So that fully 80 per 
cent. of the total area sown is naturally 
irrigated by the rivers of India pouring 
down in their ·bounty the streams of 
plenty. There also stands out, as the 
result of the operation of physical causes, 
the broad fundamental and distinguishing 
fact that Indian civilisation has developed 
and rests mainly on a rice-basis and the 
national diet is practically vegetarian. 
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XXXIII 

Thus has India been helped both by 
nature and nurture, by her geographical 
conditions and historic experience, by her 
religious ideas and political ideals, to 
realise herself as a unit, to perceive, 
preserve and promote her individuality 

in fulfilment of her ~v:~:-~PE?~t~~ 
mission in . the . culture-history of the 
-w~l~d. .. Indi~n . thought occupies~·~;- .. dis-

tinct place in the evolution of human 
thought ; Indian life has its distinctive 
part to play in the history of humanity. 
Human culture would be incomplete and 
poor without its Indian contribution. 
Th,e world is in need of India, a 
living, rejuvenated India-of the strength 

_of ~eSS!lZ~J_h~!-~ul~Lher fa_~~.:- For 
what does India represent? "Not Uni
versal Empire of the type attempted by 
the Eternal City, not Universal Spiritual 
Dominion like the 1\Iother of all the 
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Churches." India's gift to the world has 
been the fair fabric of an Empire, 1 a 
Kationality, founded on the basis of 
Universal Peace (Ahinsa, '4Jfi"~r), peace 
between man and man, and between man· 
and every sentient creature; a fabric that 
was alas ! ruthlessly· shattered by the 
shock and collision of historic forces. 
For the Prime l\Iaker of all history has 
perhaps ordained that the world should 
pass through the process of a painful 
historic development from the 'brute to 
the man. 

Standing alone now in the background 
of historic nationalities and teeming 
millions, India calls us ... !~-.!h~.~-Gultof 
the Spirit, calls the mighty nations of the 
earth to lay do'\\'11 their pride and hate, 
their sceptres and swords, and, with re
demptive humility, love and sacrifice, to 
fight in union the forces of rebarbarisation 

1 E.g., the famous edicts of Asoka. fully set forth the 
principles of AltirUJti. and \ride catholicity on which his 
great Empire wa.s governed. 
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that are fast turning whole continents 
into armed hostile camps. It is in that 
Indian Cult of the Spirit that Nations, 
like Individuals, 'Yill find their rest and 
peace and realise the democratic dreams 
of a 'V orld Federation or a Parliament 
of l\lan.1 

1 This section is adapted from Dr.' Brajendranath 
Seal's address to the First Universal Races Congress, 
London. 
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k History of the Indian Shipping and Maritime . 
Activity from the Earliest Times. 

BY RADHAKUMUD MOOKERJI, M . .A.. 

1I'nEMCIIlliD RoYCIIlliD ScHoLAR, MouAT MEDALLIST AND CoBDEN 
Jl1EnlLLrsT, CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY; HEMCIIANDRA. BAsu MA.LLIX 

PROFESSOR OF INDIAN HISTORY IN THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ' 
OF EDUCATION, BENGAL, ETC. 

With an Introductory Note by DR. BRAJENDRANATH SEAL, 
M.A., Ph.D., King George V. Professor of Philosophy 

in the Calcutta University. 

SELECT OPINIONS: 
LORD CURZON OF KEDLESTON, Chancellor of Oxford Uni

versity:-" ••• It is a subject well worthy of treatment which seems 
to have escaped the notice of previous students, and I congratulate you 
on having made so useful a contribution to our knowledge of India." 

HIS EXCELLENCY LORD CARMICHAEL, the Governor of 
Bengal:-" • • . any one who carefully investigates the original 
materials and puts them before his fellow countrymen in a way to 
enable them to understand any branch of their history is doing good," 

PROF. H. OLD ENBERG, Ph.D., of Gottingen :-"I have found 
a very real and high pleasure in following you on your ways through 
that moat intricate and difficult subject. I hope you will find time to 
enrich our literature by more writings of the same scholarly character." 

MR. V. A. SMITH, M.A., I.C.S. (Retired), Deputy-Reader in 
Indian History, University of Oxford:-" ..• If I live to bring out 
a third edition of my Early History of India, I shall not fail to make 
use of the new material supplied by you. Every authority on the 
subject has been ransacked, and I cannot suggest any omissions." 

DR. A. F. RUDOLF HOERNLE, !IU., Ph.D., C.I.E. :-". , • I 
will not delay offering you my congratulations on the accomplishment 
of a task which exhibits so well the wide sweep of your reading, and 
the industry with which you have collected such a numerous body of 
facts bearing on the subject of Indian shipping." 

THE SHIPPING WORLD:-" ••. This is a book to read from 
cover to cover. It is a volume of real merit, and must· have entailed 
upon its author much painstaking research, for which he should be, as 
its author, well rewarded by many appreciative readers." 

THE SPECTATOR:-" Professor Mookerji ho.s rewritten in this 
book some forgotten pages of Indian history .••. The field is unex
plored, and much of the evidence and the fascinating illustrations 
placed before us in this work will be absolutely new to most readers." 

THE ATHENJEUM:-" ..• From the scholar's point of view, the 
author's use of his documentary material enforces admiration by its 
&cuteness and industry. So far as the accessories of every conscien
tiously written book go, the present work leaves nothing to be desired." 

THE SCOTSMAN:-" Professor Mookerji's learned and valuable 
treatise on a little-explored chapter of the history of India .•• , This 
instructive a.nd scientifically-conceived history ••• ," 

I 



THE MANCHESTER GUARDIAN:-'' ..• •an interesting study 
of a branch of maritime industry now much neglected." 

THE GLASGOW HERALD:-" .•• This oarefully.oompiled &nd 
finely-produced volume •• , Professor }Iookerji has searched wide and 
deep for his materials." 

THE TIMES:-" Mr.. l\Iookerji has selected a. fascinating and 
almost untrodden field of historical r~search, and has pursued his 
inquiries with laborious diligence. Not only has he gathered materials 
from printed works, but he has also examined many Sanskrit aM 
Bengali manuscripts, and has further collected much evidence frolj 
archlllology. It is equally to his credit that he has compressed~asses 
of information into a compact and fluent narrative. He is evidently 
one of that small but growing band of Indians who are determined to 
wipe out the reproach that the historical faculty is dead within their 
race." 

THE LIVERPOOL DAILY POST AND MERCURY:-" ... The 
Indian Professor is well-equipped for his task. He is at home with 
the Sanskrit and Bengali manuscripts, published and unpublished; 
he understands and knows how to turn to account the lessons of 
archreology and numismatics, and can wring information from many 
unexpected and obscure sources. Moreover, he tells a. well-arranged 
connected tale in excellent nervous English, be makes the dry bones 
live, and shows a picture of Eastern seas both illuminating and fasci
nating .• , . One great merit of the book is its pioneering mission. 
Historical criticism bas not found many followers in India, and 
Professor Mookerji bas to delve deep into a subject that bas been 
but little worked •••• " 

PALL MALL GAZETTE:-" A book full of proofs of much pains
taking research .•.. Mr. Mookerji has done a creditable and original 
piece of work .••• Much of the data collected by Mr. Mookerji is both 
interesting and valuable." 

INDIA:-" Professor Mookerji .has done a notable service to his 
countrymen by expanding the thesis on Indian shipping which a 
few years ago gained from the Calcutta University the Premcband 
Roychand Studentship .•.. No reader will deny the remarkable 
fascination of the record and the thoroughness with which Mr. 
Mookerji bas gathered the evidence together .•.• A word of praise 
should be given, in conclusion, to the excellent English in which the 
book is written and the careful compression of the narrative." 

THE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL COLONIAL INSTITUTE:
"Professor Mookerji's monograph on the rise and decline of Indian 
shipping is a. most important contribution to a. subject about which 
very little has been written. It has the merit of being an original 
contribution to our knowledge of the Indian mercantile marine .•.• 
Professor Mookerji bas done his work thoroughly, and his book is 
specially welcome, because it demonstrates the great part that bas 
been played by the Indian marine in the civilisation of the East .•.. " 

THE NEW YORK TIMES:-" It is a scholarly work, original and 
comprehensive in its conception, and admirable in the thoroughness 
and conscientiousness with which the author has ransacked the vast 
field of Sanskrit and Pali literature, bas laid under contribution old 
Tamil and Bengali literature, bas studied unpublished manuscripts, 
both Sanskrit and Bengali in the original, and has searched classical 
and Chinese and Japanese sources." 

THE NEW YORK JOURNAL OF COMMERCE:-" .... This 
a pioneer work in its line .••• " 
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P~OF. BENOY KUJ\'IAR SARKAR, M.A. 
l"atlonal Council of Education, Bengal. 

(A) ALREADY PUBLISHED. 
~.-The Science of History and the Hope of Mankind. (Longmans, 

Green &; Co., London.) 2;. 6d. net. 
OPI.HOXS: 

f!o!t. PRISCfPAL R. P. P.\li.A!'JPU, Senior Wrangler (Cantab.), Ferrusson 
c~111eg~ Puona, Bomhay :-"The re:1ding of the book has been very stimulating, 

oll.Mi I <>;n~rratulat.e your pupils who have the good fortune ro listen to your lectures. 
'6uch tea(.t,.lDlt is sure to make them think for themseh·es." 

Hull. RAI-B.\HADL'R DR. Sl:SD!R J,AL, C.l.B., LL.D., Vice·Chancellor, Allahabad 
fni\·ersitv :-Yaluable work. The book is really an excellent one. I have gone 
thrott!l'h the book and found it very interesting. I will keep the book among my 

besb~~~:~:~~~ra~~SH, M.A., D.L, C.S., C.I.E., President National Council of 
Education, Ben;a.l :-"It is a very interesting book and may be read by everybody 
'll·ith profit." 

J.lR. 8HAMBAt'GH, Y.A., Ph.D., Iowa 'C'niversity, U.li.A. :-"Your disCU5Sion is 
verr interesting and sug"gestive, and I have profited by its reading. • 

THE Pr!IJABEJI :-''A small but learned summary of lectures on the Science of 
History ..•• Observations and conclusions very thoughtful" 

THE STUKS:IIA!I, Calcutta :-"The book is written in a lucid style. •.. One of 
the author·s objects is ro show that nations are made not ao much by themselves as 
by their enrtronments." 

11-Introduction to the Sdence of Education. Translated from 
Bengali by Major B. D. BA.so, !.M.S. (H.etired), Editor Sacred 
BookJ of the HindUJ Series. Price Ss. 6d. net. (Longma.ns, 
Green &; Co., London.) 

m.-Suk.ran.iti. (Sukra.chirya's System o£ Morals, Soda!, Economic, 
and Political.) Rendered into English from Sanskrit with 
Introduction and Notes for the Sacred Books of t'M Hindus 
Series, published by the Panini Office, Allahabad. Rs 4.8.0. 

IV.-The Pedagogy of the Hindus. 
lHB MODER II' REVIEW:-" Professor Sarkar IITites eloquently and thoughtfully, 

and, what is more, he has faith in his mission, and has devoted his life to the 
building up of an educationa.l scheme on a strictly national basis. His plea for what 
he calls 'cuttage' education, therefore, deserves careful oonaideration." 

\'.-Historical Essays. (In Bengali.) Re 1. 
THB CottiiGU!! :-"These Hilrorieal EssayB open a new chapter in the history 

of &n~ali prose literature. The author commands the power of eipressing high 
and !M!rious thoUil'ht in clear, simple and yet powerful language .••• Each marked 
by oriJ1inality and fre.shneu that instruct a.s well a.s su~r;est. • , , Prot. Sarkar is 
continuing the work of Bhudev l!ookerji, not only as an hiBrorical scholar and man 
of Jette!11, but also as au educationaJ mi&sionary." 

ri.-Problems in Education. (In Bengali.) Re 1. 
PROP. R. K. MOOKEI\.11, M.A., in the Jfodm~ .R.tviev:-"The Author h&a sng· 

g~ted in this connection the system which he calls • conscription in the lleld of 
.... Jucati••n.' IIA.'()Qrding to 'll·hich it is oblig11tory on each student brought up under 
the educational in8Utution to devote at least a portion of his life to the work of 
erreadm~ education among the people. If Mr. ~khale'a scheme of compulsory 
~Jucat1oo IJ to sucx-eed in India. we must have in every district a band of enthusia.stic 
ttuJent.o uf our colleges and ['ublic schools who would voluntarily devote themselves 
f<1r one or two years to the work of spreading education in our villages." 

TH1 \'JU•IC lliGAZINI A.liD Gr&Cii:rL 8AlUCIUJl :-"It Ia indeed a notable sign 
of the t1mee that leaders of thought a.ll over the country are coming round to the 

~f<;h~~~Ji~~tG~;~!la ,sJ~~~~~:~c:;i~~ ~~~~~ ~~tv:.llJe1:~~:~ c~~~~~ 
of ~lory, ad•·anr.:m•nt, and pNg-ress. ProftiSBOr B . .K. Sarkar, M.A., the eminent 
Calcutt.~~ t'<lucationist, proves in forcible, eloquent, and convincing languAge that 
tht ~>T&Juatdl of &!lctent s;:miu&rit:!l did not get an extra doee of other worldliness, 
bat "-'.iUltted thornselves C!'t'•lit~hly a.s worthy citizens, m&kiog a mark in all 
.,rc•fe""l"H'· walu ?I hie, and dep~ment.~~ of human actiVity, and states the mission 
of ~ •• luciJa..-6 !\ew luJl& -.·bleb IS not ashamed of aeknowl~ging the ~tlt&ilil 
ol the pe.st and hope~~ to transmit untarnli;hed itA splendid inheritance." 
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VII.-Sadhana: Miscellaneous Essays. (In Bengali.) Re 1. 
Tm! l'Bl.EGRAPH:-"We doubt very much if there is asecQnd book written In 

l!engali, In which such grave and all·important subjects as those dealt ~th in this 
~~::d~~to~~?ly and nicely discussed in a language absolutely free ~m 

VIII.-The Aids to General Culture Series. (In English.) 
1. Ancient EuroJl'). As 12. 
2. l[edireval Europe. Rs 2. 
3. C<lnstitution of Seven )lodem States. Re U. 
4. Analysis of Seeley's Introduction to Political Science. As 12. c 
5. Analysis of Some Important Topics of Political Science and Inter· 

national Law. R.s 2. [In tbe Press. r 
6. Ont.Jines of Economics. Re 1.12. ~ • 
7. Important Chapters In the History of English Literature. Rs 2. 

Opinion of DR. llR.\JESDRA NATH SE.!.L, ~l.A., Ph.D., Regim Professor of 
Philosophy In the l:'niversity of Calcutta :-"Prof. Sarkar's Xotes show wide know
ledge of the subject-matter and are evidently the outcome of a mind trained in 
habits of clear, pati~nt, and accurate thinking." 

IX.-Shiksha Bijnan, or The Science of Education and the Inductive 
Method of Teaching Series. Ten volumes already published, 
others in preparation. (In Bengali.) 

1. Introduction. As 6. 
2. National Education In Ancient Greece. Re L 
3. Study of Language. As 10. 
4. Lessons on Sanskrit without use of Grammar. 4 vols. R.s 3. 
5. Lessons on English without nse of Grammar. 3 vols. Re 1.8. 

Letter from lrAH.IJIAHOPADHYAYA PAlfDI'.r ADrrURA:ll llB.ATTACHARYYA, M.A., 
late Professor of Sanskrit Literature, Muir Central College, Fellow, Allahabad 
l.i niversity :-" Your method to teach Sanskrit without the Ieamer's going through 
a first course of grammar merita trial. If quicker method of acquiring lan~a.ges, 
Jiving or dead, be discovered and intl'Oiiuced, humanity will bless him whose inven
tive genius can succ<led to achieve tbe object 'll'hith every well-wisher of learning 
has at heart. 

"At tbe very outset the attempt looks somewhat revolutionary. llut In nther 
fields it is such revolutionary departures from the old track tbat has hastened the 
advance of arts and sciencea." 

Ertract from the foreword by DR. BRA.JENDRA NATH SEAL, M.A., Ph.D.:
"Based on sound and advanced ideas of educational seience. •.• His brochure on 
the Study of W'IIIJU/Jgt ••• useful summary of present-day ideas on the subject . 
• • • /...&:$oM 011 E11gli.·h and Saflili:rit are an improvement on existing guides and 
handbooks. Professor Sarkar's programme is certainly an ambitiom one, but be is 
fully qualified to carry it out, and tbere is no doubt that it will be found to be a 
healthy and stimulating force In the Indilln educational world of to-day." 

(B) IN PREPARATION (in English). 

l-Lectures on the Science of History. An investigation of general 
principles underlying the course of universal history. 

IT.-An Introduction to the History of Indian Civilisation. An 
attempt to elucidate the working of the forces, both national 
and international, as well as political and non-political, that have 
moulded the history of the Indian people-based on a study and 
interpretation of available materials from biological standpoint. 

m.-Studies in Sanskrit Literature. Literary and Sociological. 

IV.-A Socio-Religious Institution of Bengal. A contribution to 
the study of Hindu Sociology. 

TIIB VXDtc lliGAZIYB :-"Professor 'Benoy Kumar Sarkar in collaboration with 
lla.bn Hariaas Palit contributes an original paper on P,ocurions, JJtctU:al P!Jrtiu, 
1Jnd Soci4l ~tkrifliJ• i11 Indi!Jn LiUraturt. The paper hem marks of deep 
research, profound erudition and vast study. • 

(C) IN THE PRESS. 
Raj Tarangini. The Annals of Kashmir by the poet-historian, K.alhan, 

rendered into Ben~ f.rom Sanskrit. . . ~., 



(D) TRANSLATION OF PROF, B. K. 8ARKAR'8 WORKS. 

I.-English. [In preparation. 
1. Lessons ou Sanskril without Grammar. 
2. Renaissance and the New Learning in Bengal. 
3. The Stlllly of Language. 

H.-Hindi. 
l. The Man of Letters (HIIhitya·Hevi). A pamphlet 
2. Introduction to the Science of Education. 

• 
3, 1'he Propagation uf Hindu Literature A pamphlet. 

ri n the Press. 
[Ready for Press. 
[In preparation. 

4. The Study of Language. 
5. National Education iu Ancient Greece . 
6. Lessons on Sanskrit. 

II.-Marathi. [In preparation. 
1. 'J'he MRD of Letters. 
2. The Pedago~:y of thP. flinuus. 
3. Lessons ou ~anskrit. 

lV.-Tamil. Lessons on Sanskrit. [In preparation. 

By 

PROF. JADUNATH SARKAR, M.A., 
Premchand Roychand Scholar, Patna College, Bankipur. 

I.-History of Aurangzib. Mainly based on Persian sources. 
Vol. I.-Reign of Shah Jahan. pp. 402. Rs 3.8. 5s. net. 
Vol.II.-War of Succession. pp. 328. Rs 3.8. 5s. uet. 

H.-Anecdotes of Aurangzib (English translation and Notes); and 
Historical Essays (with a Life of Aurangzib). Pp. 248. Re 1.8. 
2s. 6d. net. 

lll.-Ahkam-i-Aiamgiri. Persian text, with its English translation, 
AnRCdows of A1trangzib, Notes, and a Life of Aurangzib. 
Pp. 72 + 147. Re 1. 

IV.-Chaitanya's Pilgrimages and Teachings. Being an English 
translation of his contemporary biography, Chaitanya-Chari. 
tamrita (Mo.dhya.lila). Rs 2. 

V.-lndia of Aurangzib: Statistics, Topography and Roads. With 
translations from the Khulasat.ut.tawarikh and the Chahar 
Gulshan. Not a history. Pp. 300. Rs 2.8. 4s. net. 

YI.-Economics of British India. 3rd edition. Rs 3. 5s. not. 

Published by M. C. SARKAR & SONS, 75, Harrison Road, Calcutta. 

Publications of Paninl Office, Bhuvaneswari Asrama, 
Bahadurgunj, Allahabad. 

THE SACRED BOOKS OF THE HINDUS. 
Edited by Major B. D. BAsu, I.M.S. (Retired), 

ALREADY PUBLISHED. 
. "•:L. 1.-ip:uli!s•ls-The lsa, Kcna, Katha, Pr1U>na, )funuaka, aud Maudukya 

I pam,.acts, wnh ""'lln:a s t'utlllll•:ut.ary, trauslntd iuto Eugli.h, with copi<,tii 
~~~~~ati'"i~i~~~\~:;~~\:t.hauur ISn>~~.l'ha~;dra Vasu. <.:loth bound, silm letters 
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VOL. n.-Yajnavalkya Smriti, with the commentary Mitakllara and note3 from 
the gloss of Balambhatti, translated into English with copious explanatory notes by 
Rai Bahadur ~risa Chandra Vasu. Thls work is indispensaiJle to all Indian lawyers. • 

Part 1.-Mitaksara, with Balambhatti. Two chapters. Price Re 1 As 8. Ditto, 
Sanskrit Te:tt, Rs 2. 

VoL. III.-The Chhandogya Upanisad, with Madbva's Bhasya., translated into 
English with copious explanatory notes by Rai Bahadur Srisa Chandra Vasu. Cloth 
bound, gilt letters. Price Rs 12. 

VOL. IV.-Aphorisms of Yoga byPatanjali, with the commentary of Vyasund the • 
gloss of Vachaspati Misra, by Rama Prasada, .M.A. Cloth bouud, silver letters, Rs 5. 

VoL. V.-The Vedanta Sutras, with Baladeva's commentary translated C:nto 
English with copious explanatory notes by Rai Bahadur ~risa Chandra Vasu. 
Cloth, gilt letters. Price Rs 16. 

VoL. YI,-The Yaisesika. Sutras of Kanada, with the commentary of Sa11kara 
Misra and extracts from the gloss of J ayanarayana. l'l'anslated by N anda La! 

, ~inha, M.A., B.L. Cloth, silver letters. Price Rs 7. 

VOL. YII.-The Bhakti Sastra, containing Sutras of Narada and Sandilya, and 
Bhaktiratnavali of Vi.snu Puri. 1'rauslated into English by Nanda La! Sinha, M.A., 
B.L., Manmatha N ath Pal, B.A., B.L., and a retired Professor of Sanskrit respectively. 
Cloth, gilt letters. Price l!.s 7. 

VOL. VIII.-The Nyaya Sutras of Gotama, translated into English with an ori~inal 
commentary hy )lahamahopadhyaya Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhu5.!1111 M.A., Ph.D., 
l'rincipal Sanskrit Cullege, Calcutta. Part I. Price Re 1 As ~. 

Vot. IX.-The Garuda Purana, translated into English by Ernest Wood. Cloth, 
gilt letters. Price & 3.8. · 

VoL. X.-The Mim~msa Sutras of Jaimioi, translated into English, with an original 
~d~ll~t:g;c~~~~4~~wahopadhyayaDr, Ganga NathJha, M.A., D.Litt. Parts I, II, 

Vot. XI.-The SamkhyaPravachana Sutra with the Vrittri of Anirnduha, and the 
Bhasya of \'ijnana Bhiksu and extracts from the Vtitti·Sara of ~lahade,•a Yedantin, 
translated hy Naudalal Sinha, M.A., B.L., Deputy Magistrate, Bihar. Part I. Price 
RelAsS. 

VoL. XII.-The Brihajjataka.m of Varaha Mihira, with illustrations, translated 
into En~lish by Swami Yijnananand (Hari Prasaona Chatterjee, B.A., L.C.E.~ Cloth, 
1;ilt letters. Price Rs 7. 

VOL. XIII.-Sukra·Niti, translated by Pro!. B. .K. Sarkar, )f.A. Parts I and II. 
PriceRs3. 

In prtparatirm. 
VoL. XIV.-The B•·ihao:l<iranyaka Upanisad, with ~Iadh1·a's commentary, trans· 

lated into English by Rai Bahadur Srisa Chandra V asu. 

E.ttra Yolume.-The Adhyatma Ramayana, translated into English by Rai Bahadur 
Lala Baij N ath. Price Rs 3. 

DR. J. JOLLY, Ph.D., Hon. Litt.D., Oxford, Professor of Sanskrit, University of 
Wnrzburg, Bavaria, writes:-" I take a special interest in this new series of the 
Sacred Books of the Hindus, trusting that it will be a success such as ~lax ~luller's 
series of the Sacred Books of the East has been. Yours, I gather, is an essentially 
patriotic undertaking. It will help to promote the interest in things Indian, in 
Indian learning and Indian religion, both in your country and in Europe." 

Indian Industrial Life: A Socio-Economic Study. By RADHA 
KAMAL :MooKEBJI, ::II.A., Professor of Economics, Krishna.th 
College, Berhampore, Bengal. [In the Press. 

Studies in Ancient Hindu Polity. Based on the Artlutitis!ra of 
Kautilya.. By Kmu.R NARENDRANATH LAw, M.A., B.L. W1th an 
Introduction by Prof. R.~DILUtUMUD MooKERJI, M.A., Premchand 

( Roychand Scholar, author of "A History of Indian Shipping," 
etc., etc. (Longma.ns, Green &. Co.) 
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